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First-Order Kinetics-Controlled Multiple Species Reactive Transport 

of Dissolved Organic Compounds in Groundwater: 

Development and Application of a Numerical Model 

by 

Walt W. McNab, Jr. 

ABSTRACT 

Reactive chemical transport models developed over the past decade have generally relied 

on the assumption that local thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved at all times between aque

ous species in a given system. Consequently, homogeneous aqueous systems characterized by a 

number of kinetically slow reactions, particularly problems involving organic species, cannot 

be satisfactorily modeled . In this study, we present a prototype computer model, K1NE1RAN, 

which is designed to handle kinetically-controlled homogeneous reactions in tbe aqueous phase, 

along with the transport of the various species involved, through geologic media. 

The most important feature of the model is the kinetically-controlled reaction facility. 

The kinetics algorithm allows a number of user-specified homogeneous reactions to simultane

ously approach overall equilibrium under the control of first-order reaction kinetics. We 

achieve this by discretizing the first-order rate equations, using a time-averaging factor, for all 

of the aqueous-phase reactions, both forward and backward. The resulting set of implicit. linear 

equations is solved through the use of matrix algebra. 
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The kinetics algorithm is dynamically coupled with a transport model that explicitly 

solves the advection-diffusion-dispersion equation, with adsorption being handled through the 

use of retardation coefficients. The transport equations are solved according to the Integral Fin

ite Difference Method (Narasimhan and Witherspoon, 1977). The coupling with the kinetics 

equations is accounted for through the use of source terms. 

We apply this model to a hypothetical problem involving the simultaneous transport and 

chemical degradation of two halogenated hydrocarbons through a one-dimensional soil column. 

The results of the modeling study show that the transient species produced as intermediate pro

ducts of the degradation of the halogenated hydrocarbons occur in significant amounts before 

they too are degraded. This phenomenon, which is known to occur in the field, has received 

little attention in previous modeling studies. More important, the simulation results show that 

the model is mathematically internally consistent and produces credible results with the input 

data. 

In the second part of this study, we apply KINETRAN to the experimental data of Curtis 

et al. (1986), Freyberg (1986), MacKay et al. (1986), and Roberts et al. (1986), collected at a 

site near the Canadian Forces Base at Borden, Ontario. In that study, various dissolved halo

genated hydrocarbons were injected into a well-characterized aquifer, along with conservative 

tracers. The data from this experiment, collected over a two-year period, indicate fairly com

plex behavior of the organic contaminants, including varying degrees of retardation and 

transformation. 

Using the composition of the initial contaminant solution injected into the aquifer, we 

develop a possible decay scenario for the various species involved. This scenario includes 

organic decay products that were not originally present in the initial plume. Using the first-

" 
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order decay constants derived from the Borden data, as well as hypothetical values for species 

not initially present, we first apply the chemical kinetics module of K.INETRAN to the prob

lem. KINETRAN is able to match the experimental results reasonably well. The modeling 

results also suggest possible explanations for some discrepancies in the experimental data. 

K.INETRAN is also used to examine the reactive transport phenomena of the Borden 

experiment Again, as in the static batch simulation, K.INETRAN is able to simulate the results 

of the experiment fairly well, and the results suggest additional possibilities concerning the role 

of decay chains in reactive chemical transport of organic contaminants in groundwater. 

As an final exercise, K.INETRAN is applied to a two-dimensional problem, characterized 

by physical and chemical heterogeneities, involving the infiltration of halogenated hydrocarbon 

pollutants. The results of this study give us confidence that the model is capable. of handling 

more general, complex systems. 

Our modeling suggests that K.INETRAN is applicable to real contamination sites. Given 

reasonably well-constrained input data (hydrologic conditions and initial chemical composi

tion), the model can simulate the fate not only of the initial contaminants, but also that of the 

host of the decay products that may be produced as well. A model of such capabilities will 

prove to be of value in predicting the fates of organic contaminants and will be useful in the 

design of remediation strategies . 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The problem of groundwater contamination by halogenated hydrocarbons has grown into 

an issue of great concern in recent years. This is reflected in the copious amounts of literature 

now available describing instances of pollution by industrial solvents, landfill leachates, pesti

cides, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB 's), and so forth. Many of these substances are highly 

toxic and pose a very real threat to domestic water supplies, soils, and the local ecology. Thus, 

an understanding of their eventual fate is of considerable concern to environmental engineers. 

Once dissolved in the aqueous state in groundwater, the behavior of halogenated hydro

carl:x>ns is detennined through a variety of processes. The materials are generally transported 

very slowly through the subsurface as a result of fluid advection, molecular diffusion, and 

hydrodynamic dispersion. Some of these organics are very hydrophobic and tend to adsorb 

onto organic substrates on soil particle surfaces, thus their movement may be significantly 

retarded. In addition to transport phenomena, the chemical transfonnation of these substances 

also plays a crucial role in their behavior. Halogenated hydrocarbons can be shown to be ther

modynamically unstable with respect to species such as C02 or CH4• However, their degrada

tion under natural conditions is often a very slow process, thus many pollutants will persist in 

groundwater for very long time periods, perhaps thousands of years in some cases. 

A large variety of mechanisms are known to be involved in the transfonnation of organic 

species in groundwater. These include abiotic processes, such as hydrolysis, and biologically

mediated reactions which require the presence of various microbes. Under certain conditions, 

these microorganisms will metabolize (or often co-metabolize) .organic pollutants in order to 

extract energy and, in some cases, generate cell material (mineralization). Regardless of the 

mechanism, each of these degradation processes can be viewed as the transfonnation of one 

1 
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material into another, and may often be assigned a first-order rate constant as a good approxi

mation. Thus, with a sufficient knowledge of the chemistry of a given system, the entire degra

dation scheme of a group of halogenated hydrocarbons, and the subsequent generations of 

daughter products, may be characterized by a set of reversible chemical reaction equations that 

follow first order kinetics. Bearing this in mind, we seek to develop a numerical model which 

is capable of predicting the fate of such contaminants in groundwater. 

1.1. Motivation 

Reactive chemical transport models· have appeared in the literature in recent years for 

simulating chemical transport in groundwater systems. Essentially, these solve the classical 

advection-diffusion-dispersion equation, coupled with appropriate equations for reactions 

involving thermodynamic equilibrium among the various species involved. Liu (1988) and Liu 

and Narasimhan (1989a) provide a summary of some the more recent work in this field. 

Many of the reactive transport models that are currently available are designed to solve 

problems of a geological interest, although some are geared to applied, engineering-oriented 

problems. Because the time scales involved in geological problems are generally very large 

compared to chemical reaction times, the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium, at 

least among the aqueous species, is often an acceptable approximation. This is the basis for the 

use of equilibrium geochemical models such as PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al., 1980) and 

EQ3/EQ6 (Wolery, 1979, 1983) to handle heterogeneous interactions in reactive transport 

models (Ague, 1987 and Liu and Narasimhan, 1989a). Problems that are highly dependent on 

mineral dissolution reactions cannot always be studied with pure equilibrium chemistry models, 

thus attempts at including mineral dissolution kinetics in reactive transport models have been 
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made (Ague, 1987 and Liu, 1988). These attempts at incorporating non-equilibrium effects 

have focused on heterogeneous interactions. With rare exceptions, the kinetics of homogeneous 

reactions in the aqueous phase have so far received little attention in the literature in relation to 

transport modeling. 

Aqueous systems in which the reaction times between the various reactive species present 

become significant compared to the overall simulation time require that non-equilibrium effects 

be duly considered. Systems with dissolved organic species frequently involve reactions with 

high activation energies which often have low reaction rates under nonnal environmental con

ditions. Of particular environmental concern are the degradation reactions that detennine the 

eventual fate of organic industrial solvents and petroleum products that find their way into 

groundwater. Equilibrium-based reactive transport models are not capable of simulating these 

systems with adequate detail and accuracy to assist in designing efficient remedial strategies. 

To illustrate this point, consider the following hypothetical problem. A small amount of 

dissolved methyl chloride and methyl bromide are added to a fully water-saturated soil or rock 

mass with background concentrations of dissolved carbon dioxide, free chloride, and free 

bromide. Both compounds are nonnally found as gases at standard temperature and pressure, 

but they are slightly soluble in water. These halogenated hydrocarbons were chosen for this 

illustration because of their relatively simple chemistry; only a small number of possible degra

dation reactions exist Both compounds may undergo hydrolysis reactions that produce methyl 

alcohol and free halogen ions (Mabey and Mill, 1978). However, under very reducing condi

tions methane may be produced, while under more oxidizing conditions, microbes may assist in 

converting the materials into fonnaldehyde (Vogel et al., 1987). Alcohol and fonnaldehyde 

may in tum be oxidized into fonnic acid (Hart, 1987). In addition, all of these "daughter" 
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organic compounds, methane, alcohol, fonnaldehyde, and fonnic acid, will themselves be even-

tually oxidized to carbon dioxide under oxidizing conditions. 

Bearing these possibilities in mind, we define the following initial conditions in the 

groundwater. All concentrations t are given in moles per liter: 

[CH3Cl(aq)) = to-' 

[CH3BI(aq)] = to-' 

total [C02(aq)] = 10-3 

[Cl-) = 10-3 

[Brj = 10-10 

The initial concentrations of the other species (methane, methyl alcohol, fonnaldehyde, fonnic 

acid) are set equal to zero. The pH of the system is assumed to be buffered at 7.0 by the 

mineral species present in the soil matrix and by inorganic species in the aqueous phase. Aque-

ous complexing with inorganic species is not considered. All activity coefficients are assumed 

to be unity. A temperature of 25 o Cis assumed. Given these initial conditions, and the ther-

modynamic data describing this system (see Appendix A), the final equilibrium state of all of 

the species of interest can be calculated by a simple iterative technique, which will be 

described later. 

Figures l.t and 1.2 show the equilibrium concentrations of the various hydrocarbon 

species as a function of Eh. Clearly, methane is the dominant species present under reducing 

conditions, whereas carbon dioxide is the significant species under oxidizing conditions. All of 

the other species occur in trivial (essentially zero) amounts. This is particularly true of the 

t Throughout thiJ paper, we use square bnckeu ·r 1• to denote ccnc:emntion• ll well a1 activities, since the two are 
approximately equal in dilute 10luti0111 becau1e the activity c:odficienll will e111entially be equal to unity. 

., 
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primary pollutants, methyl chloride and methyl bromide. These results are, of course, quite rea

sonable since carbon dioxide is ubiquitous in most groundwater environments, while methane 

is found in very reducing environments, isolated from annospheric oxygen. Methyl alcohol, 

formaldehyde, and formic acid are generally not found in significant amounts natural sedi

ments. 

The limitation of the above instantaneous equilibrium approach is that it shows the state 

of the system that would exist only after a considerable amount of time has passed. For very 

slow reactions, this may mean hundreds or even thousands of years. If this model is used to 

solve reactive transport problems involving organic pollutants, the pollutant concentrations 

would fall to essentially zero immediately after the transport process begins and only C02 or 

CRt will remain and be transported through the system. However, the persistence of halo

genated hydrocarbons in carefully monitored p(>lluted groundwater systems indicates that the 

establishment of equilibrium between the introduced constituents involves time. Therefore, the 

equilibrium approach must be abandoned in favor of a technique that treats the final equili

brium state of the system only as a "goal" which the concentrations of the participating species 

tend towards as the system evolves. 

1.2. Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this study is to develop a numerical model for the transformation and 

transport of aqueous species that is not restricted by the assumption of instantaneous equili

brium. Such a model would solve for the spatial and temporal changes in concentration of a 

number of interacting species due to the effects of transport and kinetically-controlled chemical 

transformations within a given groundwater environment If successful, such a model would be 
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of value not only to contaminant transport hydrology but also to other branches of earth sci

ence as well, such as in the study of the evolution of petroleum reservoirs. 

We introduce a model, KINETRAN (KINEtically-controlled reactive chemical TRAN

sport), in an attempt to meet this goal. In this thesis. the development of this model is dis

cussed, with special emphasis on the theoretical basis of the kinetics algorithm. We must 

emphasize that the model treats all kinetically-controlled transfonnation processes as black-box 

processes. No attempt is made to distinguish between abiotic degradation, such as hydrolysis 

reactions, and biodegradation. The model is first applied to a hypothetical one-dimensional 

problem in order to verify its mathematical consistency and to illustrate its applicability. Later, 

we apply the model to an actual field case in order to see how well KINETRAN matches 

experimental results. As an additional exercise, the model is applied to a hypothetical two

dimensional problem characterized by physical and chemical heterogeneities in order to assess 

its applicability to more complex scenarios. 

It is important to recognize that numerical models of chemical transport are not absolute 

predictive tools. Rather, they are devices that enhance our understanding of how complex 

natural systems may behave in response to different contamination scenarios. This is espe

cially true of the type of problems of interest here because some of the parameters needed for 

the simulation, particularly the first-order kinetic rate constants, may not be known a priori. 

Indeed, these quantities are known to be dependent on such factors as the presence of catalysts 

and the type and amount of microbes present in the system. The parameters are thus system

dependent The fact that the relevant kinetic parameters are not known a priori may be viewed 

by some as a very significant impediment to the applicability of the algorithm to realistic field 

problems of interest. We, however, feel that this lack of data on parameters may in fact 
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enhance the utility of such an algorithm as KINETRAN in that, given carefully collected field 

data, the model can be used as part of a history-matching scheme to "back-out" acceptable 

kinetic coefficients for certain systems. The parameters obtained by this calibration technique 

may indeed prove to be of greater practical value than those estimated from laboratory experi

ments carried out under highly idealized conditions. Such calibrated data may also prove to be 

of use at other sites where field conditions are of a similar nature. 

The present version of KINETRAN is strictly a prototype, intended to test the feasibility 

of a concept. As of now, it is restricted to dilute solutions. Immiscible flow phenomena and 

volatilization are ignored. The concentrations of all species present are assumed to be low 

enough so as not to affect the physical properties of the solvent, namely water. No attempt is 

made to calculate activity coefficients; all are assumed to be unity. The activity of water is also 

taken to be unity. 

The pH and Eh of the system are allowed to vary spatially, but are treated as constant in 

time. In other words, lhe pH and Eh at any given location in the system are assumed to be 

buffered by the existing mineral assemblage in the soil and by inorganic aqueous species, such 

as, for example, the Fe2+ - Fe3+ redox couple. This assumption will be valid when the concen

trations of the dissolved organic pollutants present are relatively small. 

Additionally, other than adsorption, no heterogeneous reactions are considered. That is, 

any mineral phases present affect the aqueous phase only by buffering the pH and Eh at con

stant values. 

The program is capable of handling adsorption through the use of distribution 

coefficients. Adsorption is assumed to affect the system only by retarding the flux of the vari

ous species involved. Thus, the chemical kinetics algorithm treats sorbed species in exactly the 
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same manner as their aqueous counterparts with regard to the rate and extent of any chemical 

reactions that occur. The. alternative approach would be to model the adsorption process with 

the use of a sink term in the ttansport equation. In this case, sorbed species would simply 

remain part of the solid phase, removed from the aqueous phase and unable to undergo any 

aqueous chemical transformations. Presently, experimental data are insufficient to suggest pre

cisely how sorbed organic species might behave chemically under realistic environmental con

ditions. It could well be that the process of adsorption itself may catalyze some of the degrada

tion reactions with which we are concerned. For example, the interlayer sites of some clay 

minerals may serve to promote hydrolysis reactions of some organic species (Apps, 1989). 

1bis is clearly an area where further research is warranted. 

Finally, the present model simulates only completely isothermal systems. For advective 

transport, the model is restricted to a steady Ouid Oow field. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL BASIS 

In this chapter, we discuss the mathematical basis behind the numerical algorithm of the 

model. We consider reversible first-order kinetics processes, and develop a mathematical 

scheme for solving a system of interrelated first-order reactions simultaneously. We also 

present a brief description of the integral finite difference technique for solving the solute tran-

sport equations. 

2.1. First-Order Kinetic Processes 

Consider a system which contains only two hypothetical species, A and B, and a solvent 

in which they are dissolved, water. The only possible reaction that can take place in this sys-

tern is the reversible reaction 

A+---+ B 

Neglecting activity coefficients, at equilibrium, the concentrations of the species will satisfy the 

relation, 

(1) 

where ~ is the equilibrium constant Obviously, if any given initial concentrations for A and 

B do not satisfy (1), this reaction will be driven in the direction that favors equilibrium. The 

net rate. at which such a reaction will proceed is equal to the forward rate minus the reverse 

rate. These reaction rates, considered separately, often approximately follow first-order kinetics. 

Thus, 

10 
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(2) 

d[B] = -k [B] 
dt 2 (3) 

Chemical equilibrium is, of course, not a static equilibrium but a dynamic one. When the sys-

tem is far from equilibrium, reaction in one direction will dominate, but as equilibrium is 

approached, the opposite reaction becomes significant Fmally, once equilibrium is established, 

the forward and reverse reaction rates must be equal. Hence, 

Therefore, from (2) and (3), 

So, at equilibrium, 

d[A] = d[B] 
dt dt 

[A] 
kz=kt

[B] 
(4) 

However, [A]/[B] is already shown by (1) to be the reciprocal of the equilibrium constant, thus 

we find that the rate constant for the reverse reaction is related to that for the forward reaction 

by, 

(5) 

Therefore, k1, k2, and Kcq are mutually related. This very simple relationship, in fact, fonns an 

important element in the logic of the kinetics-solving algorithm in KINETRAN. If one has an 

estimate for the value of Kcq. and an estimate for k1, the kinetic coefficient for the dominant 

initial reaction direction, then k2 can be calculated from an expression such as (5). 
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As long as first-order kinetics are assumed, the above technique can be used for deter-

mining k2 for more complicated reactions. For example, suppose that the reaction between A 

and B is actually an oxidation reaction such that 

A -+ 3B + W + e- + C 

where W denotes a free hydrogen ion, e- denotes a hypothetical t free aqueous electron, and 

C refers to some other species. Now, 

Also, we assume a rate dependence on [B] only, 

This will hold if [W], [e-], and [C] remain constant The KINETRAN model assumes that the 

pH and Eh are indeed constant, as mentioned earlier. The quantity [C], which typically 

represents [Cr] for problems involving chlorinated hydrocarbons, may remain approximately 

constant if background concentrations are high compared to the dissolved organic pollutant 

concentrations. 

As we will show later, rate law expressions other than first-order will lead to a system of 

non-linear equations. In order to avoid this difficulty and maintain a system of linear equations, 

we linearize this equation by using the approximation, 

t The quantity [e-), which we refer to lhroughout thiJ ~r. does not refer to lhe actual ccncentratioo d free aque
ow electrons, which ia essentially zero. Rather, it ia a purdy hypochetical concentration which ia a reflection cl the 
redox Slate d the system. Wilhout going lhrough the derivation (ThonteniCil, 1984), we Slate here !hat [e-) = 10(-pE), 
where pE = Eh(F/2.303RT), Eh = electrical pocential wilh reference to the standard hydrogen elearode, F = Faraday 
constant. R = Univenal Gas Constant. and T = tanperature in Kelvin. 
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Thus, 

We see that by analogy to (4) 

From the equilibrium condition. 

Substituting this expression into (4), which relates the forward and reverse rate constants to 

each other, we find 

Even in this case, k' 2 may still be determined if we assume that the pH and Eh are held con-

stant and that we can calculate [B] and [C] at equilibrium from thermodynamic considerations. 



2.2. Solution Techniques 

Consider again the reaction 

If we look at only the forward reaction, we note that 

d[A] = -kt[A] 
dt 
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may be intergrated in order to solve for the concentration of A after an interval of time .6-t has 

elapsed: 

(6) 

where [Ao] is the concentration of A at the beginning of .6.t Equation (6) will accurately 

represent the temporal evolution of [A] if the reaction is far from equilibrium. However, as the 

reaction approaches equilibrium, species A will begin to be produced in significant amounts by 

the reverse reaction B --+ A. This newly produced A will itself begin to react to form B again, 

and so on. Thus, the quantity [A0] in (6) becomes ambiguous as equilibrium is approached. If 

the system is more complex, with additional species present and many reactions occurring, 

with each species being involved in a number of possible reactions, the problem is greatly 

compounded. If one choses to model this system by sequentially solving a number of explicit 

equations such as (6) for all of the possible forward and reverse reactions, very small time 

steps must be taken in order to achieve accuracy as the reactions approach equilibrium. If the 

simulation time is large, this could prove to be computationally inefficient. 
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Oearly, if i species are present in a system, there exists a strong motivation to find a 

method for simultaneously solving for all ACj over a given ~t, where 'i is the aqueous concen-

tration of species i. This can be achieved by using a time-averaging discretization scheme 

analogous to those used in the time-integration of transient diffusion processes such as heat 

conduction or groundwater flow using numerical methods. Such a so1u~on technique is as fol-

lows. First, instead of directly integrating the rate equation, discretize it Thus, 

~[A] = -k [A] 
~t 1 

(7) 

where [A]= [A0] + AA[A], an effective average value for [A] over the given time interval ~t. 

The task here is to choose a value for A that will allow the discretized equation to very closely 

approximate the differential rate equation. Note that in the modeling of transient diffusion 

processes, A = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 are respectively known as Forward-Differencing, Central-

Differencing, and Backward-Differencing schemes. 

By definition, the change in concentration ~[A] over a time interval ~tis, 

~[A] = [A] - [Ao] = (Ao]e ~~& - lAo] 

According to (7), the discretized rate equation, we wish to approximate this relation, 

Rearranging this equation in terms of ~[A], we find, 

~[A] __ -k~1Aod_t_ 
- k1A.&t + 1 

(8) 

(9a) 

(9b) 
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Equating (8) and (9b), we obtain 

(10) 

Thus, the approximation for A. depends only on the value of k (forward or reverse reaction), 

and the time step. Therefore, a precise value for A. can be calculated for every reaction in the .. 

system (forward or backward) in order to achieve maximum overall accuracy. 

Using this method, one can write an expression &; for every reaction for every species i 

in the system. Collecting the tenns eventually yields a linear system of i unknowns and i equa-

tions, which can be solved for t\'i for all species in the system over &t We discuss the process 

of setting up these equations in the following sections. 

2.3. The Kinetics Equations 

2.3.1. Equilibrium Calculations 

Earlier, we showed that for general first-order kinetic reactions, we need to know the final 

equilibrium state of the system in order to calculate the kinetic coefficients in the reverse, or 

initially non-dominant directions. For relatively simple systems, this step in the model may 

seem trivial. For example, for a system containing chlorinated hydrocarbons, only concentra-

tions such as [0-] at equilibrium would need to be predicted, which would essentially be equal 

to the total chlorine concentration. [W] and [ej would already be externally fixed, and thus 

these need not be detennined either. However, for more complicated systems involving com-

plex interactions among organic species, an equilibration routine is essential. This is true of 
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inorganic species as well. If sulfur is present as a component. for example, the equilibration 

routine would be needed to determine the relative concentrations of sof-, H2S, or Hs- as a 

function of pH and Eh. Therefore, before we proceed with assembling the equations which 

describe the kinetically-controlled reactions, we present a method for detennining the final 

equilibrium concentrations of the equilibrating species. Given the necessary equilibrium con

stants (see Appendix A), it is relatively simple to calculate this if the pH and Eh of the system 

are held constant. which we assume. 

Many well-known geochemical simulators, PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al., 1980) and 

EQ3NR (Wolery, 1983), detennine aqueous speciation through the use of mass action and 

mass balance equations which constrain the possible final equilibrium state of a given system 

of aqueous species. Because of the extremely high concentration of water relative to any other 

species present in most problems, implementation of the mass balance constraint for the ele

ments H and 0 is generally not feasible. Because of this, the mass balance equations for these 

two elements are replaced by charge balance and electron balance equations, respectively. 

Eventually, a set of highly non-linear equations is developed which may contain tenns that 

differ from one another by many orders of magniwde, requiring fairly sophisticated mathemati

cal techniques for solution. For this purpose, the Newton-Raphson iteration is a preferred 

method, with the starting estimates obtained by various optimization schemes (Parkhurst et al., 

1980). However, because we choose to hold the pH and Eh constant. thus holding [W] and 

[e'l constant, in the present work. we eliminate the need to solve a charge balance and an elec

tron balance equation. Tilis permits us to use a far simpler iteration scheme that is quite fast 

and is generally very reliable. 

To illustrate this technique, consider again the hypothetical equilibration problem 
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described section 1.1. There are three components present (aside from hydrogen and oxygen) 

that make up the system: carbon, chlorine, and bromine. These three give rise. to the nine 

species that panicipate t in the degradation reactions:· 

methyl chloride, CH30(aq) 

methyl bromide, CH3Br(aq) 

methyl alcohol, CH30H 

formaldehyde, HCHO 

formic acid, HCOOH 

total cartxm dioxide, C02(aq) 

free chloride, a-

free bromide, Br-

Under externally fixed pH and Eh values, the final equilibrium state of the system is 

entirely defined by mass action equations between the various species and by mass balance 

constraints on the total amount of each element present. As a first step, we define a set of mas-

ter species such that each element is represented by an appropriate species which is used in the 

mass action equations. The master species chosen for each element should be species whose 

equilibrium concentration is relatively large over a wide range of pH and Eh values and which 

never falls below the underflow tolerance of the computer system being used. Referring again 

to Figures 1.1 and 1.2 and using these criteria, we chose C02 ~ our master species for carbon, 

t Olher species are pi'Cialt in the simulation but are not included in this list. H+ and e· are involved in many of the 
reactioru but are externally fixed at constant values. HC03· and C03- are also pi'Cialt bul are considered separately 
since the degradation reactioru are written in tenns of C02(aq). 
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cr for chlorine, and Br- for bromine. Of course, W and e- are actually master species, 

representing H and 0, respectively. 

Next, we assign each of the master species a concentration value corresponding to the 

total amount of that element present. Thus, we define the virtual concentration of a master 

species to be equal to the sum of the concentrations of each compound in which the given ele-

ment occurs times its stoichiometric coefficient For our example, 

Also, 

The ratio of the equilibrium concentrations of the non-master species to the master 

species are then determined through mass action equations. For example, consider the reaction, 

Because the activity of water is taken to be unity, we may write the mass action equation as, 
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Therefore, we can express the virtual [CH30H] as a function of the master species concentra-

tions by, 

We proceed to solve mass action equations such as this for all of the non-master species 

present This yields the relative, or virtual, concentrations of all of the species, but not the 

absolute concentrations, as mass must be conserved. To correct for this, we convert the virtual 

concentrations into absolute concentrations by using a nonnalization factor v. To calculate v 

for a given component. we first take the sum of the total virtual concentration of the com-

ponent Thus, 

s 
x= ~,.[Sj] 

1=1 

where [Sj] is the virtual concentration of species s which contains component i, and Jli,. is the 

stoichiometry of component i in species s . For example, for carbon in this study, 

But we know the initial amount of total carbon, or any other component, that is present. thus 

we can define the normalization factor v such that 

total initial carbon v=~..;.;.._ ____ _ 
X 

We then multiply all of the species containing carbon by v to obtain an estimate of their abso-

lute concentrations. The same process is followed for chlorine and bromine. 
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If only one element is present (other than H and 0), this scheme will yield the correct 

solution directly, without iteration. If other elements are present. however, the above procedure 

(following the definition of the master species) must be performed several times until all of the 

species concentrations are satisfied to within a specified convergence tolerance. 

Additionally, once the kinetics equations are solved, reactions that are assumed to take 

place instantaneously, such as the speciation of C02 into H2C~. HC03, and coi-. as well as 

HCOOH into HCoo-. can be calculated after the kinetics equations are solved, using this 

scheme. 

We have already emphasized that KINETRAN assumes constant pH and Eh values at a 

given location throughout the simulation. It is possible to circumvent this restriction by simply 

inserting a charge balance and an electron balance equation into the above iteration scheme and 

treating [W] and [e-] as dependent variables. This is actually quite easy to do but is not 

appropriate to implement for two reasons. The first is strictly chemical: introducing this feature 

will cause the pH and Eh of the system to depend entirely on the degradation of the organic 

species present, and not at all on the mineral assemblage and the inorganic species present. In 

almost every conceivable scenario, this is probably a very poor assumption. Secondly, addi

tional computational features such as Newton-Raphson iteration schemes would need to be 

incorporated in order to assure convergence of the solution, unnecessarily increasing the com

plexity and workload of the computer program. 

2.3.2. Calculation or Parameters 

Once the final equilibrium concentrations for all species of interest in the system have 

been calculated on the basis of the equilibrium constants and the initial concentrations, the 
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kinetic coefficients of the reverse reactions can be determined using the scheme outlined in sec

tion 2.1. 

Because all the reactions that are allowed to take place under the control of first-order 

kinetics are completely user-defined, it is somewhat arbitrary as to the direction in which a 

reaction is written. Using the equilibrium constraint, the model determines the correct rate con

stant for the reverse reaction. In general, however, most reactions will have a dominant direc

tion initially if they are far from equilibrium, and the kinetic rate constant for this forward 

reaction is usually the most well-known, so it is convenient to use this as the preferred direc

tion. 

Recall that in order to implicitly solve the simultaneous reaction problem, we defined a 

time-averaging parameter, A.. A separate value for A. must be determined for every reaction, for

ward and backward. 1bis is easily accomplished by setting up an indexing system for A. and 

using {10) to directly estimate it from the rate constant for the reaction and the time step L\t. 

It is possible that in many situations, the kinetic coefficients for various reactions will not 

be constant but may depend, for example, on the number of microbes present. The present ver

sion of the KINETRAN model does not directly consider this possibility. However, these 

phenomena could be handled by inserting conditional statements into the program that allow 

the kinetics parameters to vary with time or with other controlling factors such as microbe 

populations. 

2.3.3. Assembling the Matrix of Equations 

Once the reverse-direction reaction rates and A.-parameters have been calculated, it is rela

tively straightforward to set up a set of linear equations that can be solved for all L\Cj. 
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We know that among all of the aqueous species present in the system, a certain number 

of reactions will take place. For any given species over a given time step, there will be sink 

terms, where the species is destroyed in some reactions, and source terms, where it is created 

in others. If we look back at our example from section 2.1, we note that the reaction A ~ B 

destroys A and creates B, while the reverse reaction B ~ A likewise destroys B and creates A. 

A separate equation analogous to (9a) can be written for &;,; for every reaction j that involves 

species i. We define ~'ito be a positive quantity when it is produced in a reaction, and nega-

tive when consumed. Thus, if we write all the reactions of interest proceeding in the initially 

dominant direction, then for a given species i, there will be Jr reactions in which it is a reactant 

that is destroyed, and JP reactions in which it is a generated as a product. If we define Sj a5 

species i and SmJ as the complementary species that is produced or destroyed, depending on 

reaction direction, with species i in reaction j, then we have, when i is a reactant, 

for j = 1, 2, 3, ... , Jro where Jli.j and J.l.m.i refer to the respective stoichiometric coefficients. 

When i is written as the product of a reaction, then 

where j' = 1, 2, 3, ... , JP. Taking all possible reactions into account, we find, 

J, 

L J.I.i.j k 0 'l 0 'l ~'i = ~t - . r~-. + "'r6~ ·1- k- 1~-· + ~~. . ..A~.J + 
11 • J,r -m.J ), -m.J J,ll ~ J,r-"~ 

. jal r"'DI.J 
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Here, Cj and CmJ refer to the concentrations of~ and Sm· respectively. The subscripts f and r 

refer to the forward and reverse reactions, respectively. 

The equation presented above is written for each species i present in the system. It sum

marizes the changes in concentration of species i due to production in reverse reactions, des

uuction in forward reactions, production in forward reactions, and desuuction in reverse reac

tions, respectively. Because of the unknown tenns present in each of these equations, the &Cm 

values, the system of equations is implicit and must be solved through the use of matrix alge

bra. In order to accomplish this, the set of equations in the fonn given above are written in 

matrix form so that 

(11) 

We define the terms of this matrix in the following manner. Let the total number of reactions 

that occur in the system, between all of the species present, be N, so that n = 1, 2, 3, ... , N. 

Also, when referring to any of these reactions, we introduce a variable d such that d = 1 for 

the forward reaction and d = 2 for the reverse reaction. It can be shown, through algebraic 

manipulation for our expression for &c;, that, for i = m, 

where ku(i.m),d) = ku,t• if i is written as a reactant in reaction n 

= ku.2• if i is written as a product in reaction n 

= 0, if i is not involved in reaction n. 
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Au(i.m),d is subscripted in a manner analogous to k. 

Fori :1: m, 

A. 1-li.n(i,m) M1r 'l - if • • . • 'th 
• "l..D = ~(l,ID),2""D(i,m),2• ' 1s a reactant m reacnon n WI m 

. llm,n(l,ID) 

1-li.n(i,m) At1r 'l - if • • rod • • 'th = uo.au(l,ID),l"·n<i.m).l• ' 1s a p uct m reacnon n WI m 
J.lm,n(l,ID) 

= 0, if i does not react with m. 

J.li.n<i.m> and J.lm.n(i.m) refer to the respective stoichiometric coefficients of species i and m in 

reaction n. 

The "known" vector Bi is a function of the initial conditions. Here, we define Bi as, 

where ~(i,m),d = ~.1 if i is a reactant in reaction n 

= kn.2• if i is a product in reaction n 

= 0, if i is not involved in reaction n. 

B, lli.nrl,ID> A t1r 'f . . . . 'th n(i.m) = u""n(i.m).2• 1 ' IS a reactant m reacnon n WI m 
J.lm,n(i,m) 

= Jli.n<i.m> lltkurl,ID),t• if i is a product in reaction n with m 
J.lm.n(~,m) 
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= 0, if i does not react with m. 

cP and c!! refer to the concentrations of species i and m at the beginning of time step ~l 

Eventually, after determining all of the terms according to the above procedure, we 

develop an i x i matrix of linear equations, the unknowns being &; and all of the other quanti-

ties, such as the kinetic coefficients, A.-parameters, and the initial values of c;0 and c!! having 

been already calculated. The system of linear equations can then be conveniently solved by 

using an appropriate matrix solver. 

Other species that take part in the given set of chemical reactions, but which are not 

included in the above formulation, are accounted for by using mass balance constraints after 

the matrix is solved. For example, for chloride, 

M' 

~C(c-) = - LJ.lm·.oACrn· 
m'•l 

where M' represents the number of species containing chlorine atoms, and Jlm•.a is the 

stoichiometric coefficient for the number the chlorine atoms that are freed or taken up by 

species m' during reaction. The same approach is used for other species present, such as Br-. 

Since the pH and Eh are fixed at constant values, changes in [lf1 and [el as a result of the 

kinetically-controlled reactions need not be considered. 

2.4. The Transport Equation 

The kinetic rate equations described above have to be incorporated in the chemical tran-

sport equations. We now present these equations for a multiple species aqueous system. For 
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convenience, we write these equations for a discrete elemenlal volume l communicating with 

its neighbors m, where m = 1, 2, 3, ..• , M. The complete equation describing chemical tran-

sport includes expressions for advection, molecular diffusion, hydrodynamic dispersion, adsorp-

tion, and source tenns. 1berefore, for species i, 

(12) 

Here, the first tenn on the left describes solute transport due to advection, where Cll.m is 

the ~olumetric fluid flux per unit area (darcy velocity) between l and m nonnal to the interface 

between them, A~.,m is the interface area, and ~/.m is the average concentration of species i at the 

interface of the two volume elements. 

The second and third tenns on the left respectively describe molecular diffusion and 

hydrodynamic dispersion. Here, Dd and ~ are the diffusion and dispersion coefficients and n 

is the porosity of the material The expression !icir/x.ID is simply the concentration gradient of 

species i between land m approximated according to the finite difference philosophy. When 

material heterogeneities are involved, the hannonic mean is used to obtain the spatially-

averaged value for the one parameter. For example, for the diffusion coefficient, 

where x1 and Xm refer to the respective distances from the nodal points to the interface and Dd,l 

and Dc1..m refer to the respective diffusion coefficients for the two elements. 

The final tenn on the left side of (12), Gl. is the source/sink tenn, which is an expression 
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for net generation or destruction of species i in volume element l. lb.is quantity is generally 

determined directly from evaluation of (11). However, if external sources or sinks for species i 

exist, they must also be included in this term. lb.is includes mass-balance corrections to 

account for the creation of new cell mass material for microbe populations that may participate 

in biodegradation processes. 1be source/sink term is a crucial part of the KINETRAN algo-

rithm, as this is the variable that provides the coupling between the transport and transfonna-

tion equations. 

Focusing on the right-hand-side of (12), the quantity V8 ,1 is the bulk volume of element l. 

The total change in concentration of species i during 6t is given by 6d. This is the temporal 

variation of concentration of the species in volume element l and should not be confused with 

6c/.m on the left-hand-side, which represents the spatial variation. 

The variable R refers to the retardation coefficient, which is defined as 

Here, Pb is the dry bulk density of the matrix material and Kj is the distribution coefficient for 

species i. lb.is expression describes the effect of adsorption on species i. Thus, adsorption 

influences the behavior of species i only by restricting its movement; no change in its chemical 

behavior is inferred. The alternative to this approach would be to include adsorption as part of 

the source/sink tenn. lb.is would have implications for the chemistry of species i, as it would 

no longer be allowed to react in the aqueous phase. It is probable that a technique for han-

dling adsorption that is a hybrid of these two approaches would be the most realistic, but until 

more data are available on precisely how sorl:>ed species behave chemically, implementing such 

an approach in the model would be premature. 
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The numerical modeling of the chemical transport portion of the KINETRAN algorithm 

reduces to solving (12) separately for every species in the system, for each volume element, 

over every time step. The equation is solved explicitly; that is, the advective, diffusive and 

dispersive fluxes are calculated using the initial values of concentrations for each time step in 

place of the time-averaged values. At the end of the time step, ~ is updated with ~Cj. In order 

to avoid unphysical oscillations, the explicit method must use time steps that are smaller than a 

critical time step. We state rere, omitting the proof (Edwards, 1972 and Rasmuson et al., 

1982) that 

LCapacitance nVs;R 
~\critical = = ___ _;_:;;_ __ 

LConductance + L Advectance LUt.m + L F1.m 
upstream upsueam 

where U1,m = n[Dd + ~]AI,n/ 1\m· and F1,m is the flux into l from m, where m is upstream 

from l. Advectance and conductance refer to the ability of the bounding surface of a volume 

element to advect and conduct solute into the element, respectively. 1be capacitance is simply 

the volume of fluid within the element times the retardation factor R. It is also of passing 

interest to mention here that the ratio of advectance to conductance, 

is the generalized Peclet number for the volume element (Rasmuscin et al., 1982). 

Note that in the present worlc we firSt solve the transport equation and then the 

source/sink terms according to (11), volume element by volume element This procedure is 

analogous to the two-step procedure employed by Narasimhan et al. (1986) and Liu and 
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Narasimhan (1989b) in solving redox-driven transport problems. In principle, we have a 

choice of solving the transport equation either by small time steps or without any restrictions 

on the time step if we use implicit methods. However, in order to minimize potential errors in 

temporal integration, we decided to use conservatively small time steps in accordance with the 

use of the explicit (forward-differencing) method. It is likely that we may be able to use larger 

values for ~t in conjunction with an implicit solution of the transport problem without much 

loss of accuracy. To what extent we can relax the size of the time step is as yet to be clearly 

understood. 



CHAPTER 3: APPLICATION TO A HYPOTHETICAL PROBLEM 

In order to assess the capabilities of K.INETRAN, we apply the model to a hypothetical 

problem involving the simultaneous infiltration and chemical transformation of two halogenated 

hydrocarbons, and their decay products, through a one-dimensional soil column. We first exam

ine the batch chemistry of such a system, and then proceed to solve the combined transport

transformation problem. 

3.1. Batch Simulation 

We first apply only the chemical transformation module of KINETRAN to the hypotheti

cal problem presented in section 1.1. Transport of the various species involved is not con

sidered. Using the same initial species concentrations, we fix the Eh at +0.1 Volts, the pH at 

7.0, and the temperature at 25 ° C. The purpose of this exercise is to show how the concentra

tions of the various species involved evolve through time as compared to the instantaneous 

equilibrium case. 

Possible pathways for the transformation of the methyl halide pollutants, as well as those 

of the secondary transient species, are shown in Figure 3.1. The set of reactions representing 

these transformations are shown in Table 3.1, along with the kinetic coefficients for the for

ward reactions. Almost all of these rate constants are, of course, estimated; but we believe that 

they will be more or less reasonable under some field conditions. For example, the rate con

stants for the two hydrolysis reactions are actual experimental values which seem to be con

stant over the neutral pH range at constant temperature (Mabey and Mill). However, hydro

lysis is not the primary means of degradation for methyl chloride, although it usually is for 

31 
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methyl bromide. Neither is reduction to methane, which, although it is thermodynamically 

favored even at an Eh of +0.1 Volts, usually requires assistance from anaerobic microbes, 

which would not be found abundantly under these conditions. Thus, the microbially-mediated 

oxidation of methyl chloride to formaldehyde might be considered the important reaction 

(Vogel et al.). If we assume that methyl chloride and methyl bromide are converted into for

maldehyde by microbes at roughly the same rate, then the rate constant for this reaction for 

methyl chloride might lie between the hydrolysis rate constants for the two methyl halides. 

Using this type of logic, the hypothetical rate constants presented in Table 3.1 were generated. 

As mentioned, methane is actually thermodynamically favored over CH30 and CH3Br 

even at this Eh. Methane should also form as a result of equilibration with methyl alcohol, as 

CH4 and CH30H will have nearly the same equilibrium concentrations under these conditions, 

although they will be extremely small. Nevertheless, from experience one would not often 

expect to find much methane produced under these relatively oxidizing conditions. Because of 

this, we suppress methane accumulation by specifying very slow rates of production and very 

rapid oxidation of methane to C02• Similarly, formic acid is not often mentioned as a common 

species in such situations, thus we accelerate its destruction by allowing it to oxidize to carbon 

dioxide rapidly as well. A "real-world" explanation for this might be the presence of microor

ganisms in the soil which are capable of metabolizing these substances. 

Methyl bromide and methyl chloride, depicted in Figure 3.2, show simple exponential 

decay. This is because neither is being produced directly in any forward reactions, and the 

reverse reaction rates for the degradation reactions of the two are exceedingly small. In Figure 

3.3, the secondary organic species show more complex behavior, however. The concentrations 

of methane and formic acid, and particularly methyl alcohol and formaldehyde, show a rapid 
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increase initially as they are produced through degradation reactions. However, as the primary 

pollutant concentrations begin to fall off, the secondary organic species begin to be destroyed 

(i.e. oxidation to COz) faster than they are produced, thus explaining their transient behavior as 

shown in the plot. The concentration of total aqueous C02 rises steadily over time, as one 

would expect. 

The free halogen ions; a- and Br-, show concentrations that do not vary significantly 

after 50 days or so (Figure 3.2). We believe this observation, along with the constant pH-Eh 

. 
assumption, helps justify the reasoning that these reactions are approximately first-order in both 

directions, as postulated in section 2.1. 

3.2. Combined Transport and Transformation Effects 

3.2.1. Problem Definition 

We now apply the whole KINETRAN model to a hypothetical problem involving the 

simultaneous transport and chemical transfonnation of two halogenated hydrocarbons through a 

one-dimensional soil column. The species considered for this problem are the same set that we 

have used as an example throughout this thesis, as listed in section 2.3.1. 

The physical configuration of the problem is depicted in Figure 3.4. A one-dimensional 

soil column 2 meters in depth with a cross-sectional area of 1 m2 is divided into 10 equal 

volume elements. A constant, unifonn fluid flux,· representing infiltrating rainwater, flows 

toward the bottom at a rate of 0.508 meters/year, or, volumetrically, 

1.611 x w-s meters3/second. The column consists of a homogeneous material with a porosity 

of 0.25, a neutral pH of 7.0, and a mildly oxidizing Eh of +0.1 Volts. The effective diffusion 
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coefficients for all species are assumed to be equal to 1 x 10-10 meters2/second and the longi-

tudinal dispersivities 0.1 meter. Adsorption is neglected for this simulation so Kci = 0 for all 

species. The column is assumed to be fully saturated with fluid at all times. The column is 

under isothermal conditions at 25 ° C. A constant time step of 10 days is used for the simula-

tion, with the total simulation time set at 100 days. 

Initially, [CH3Cl] and [CH3Br] occur at equal concentrations of 10-3 moles/liter in the 

uppermost two volume elements of the column, representing a spill. Throughout the column, 

and in the infiltrating rainwater entering the top of the column, background total [C02(aq)] is 

10-3 moles/liter, [Clj is 10-3 moles/liter, and [Brj is 10-10 moles/liter. All other species con-

sidered, throughout the entire column, occur at initially zero concentrations. 

3.2.2. Simulation Results 

The concentration profiles of methyl chloride after 20 days and 100 days are shown in 

Figure 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. Also shown for comparison are results pertainin& to transport 

without transformation. Figure 3.5 shows that the two profiles are fairly similar after 20 days, 

as not enough time has elapsed for the material to degrade significantly. After 100 days, how-

ever, much of the methyl chloride has been transformed into other species. The profile for the 

reactive case shows a front that is much less sharp than for the non-reactive case. This is rea-

sonable, since the material will degrade more quickly where it is more abundant (near the 0.8 

meter depth mark). Incidentally, integration under the reactive transport profile curves showed 

that the total amount of CH3Cl present after a given time is consistent with that predicted in 
. . 

the batch simulation. This is important as it indicates that mass is conserved through the 

kinetics-transport coupling in the program, a necessary condition for internal mathematical 
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consistency. 

The profiles for methyl bromide are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. It behaves similarly, 

although it degrades much faster, being significantly transformed after just 20 days. For the 

100-day profile shown in Figure 3.8, a log scale had to be used for the concentration because 

the reactive and non-reactive cases could not be plotted together effectively with a linear scale. 

Reactive transport profiles for the secondary, or transient organic species are shown in 

Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Clearly, methyl alcohol and formaldehyde are the most important primary 

degradation products for these two methyl halides, which is consistent with what was found in 

the literature (Mabey and Mill (1978), Vogel et al. (1987)). Figure 3.10 shows that after 100 

days, the level of C02 near the center of the column has risen measurably above background 

levels, which one would expect as the hydrocarbon species are progressively oxidized. 

3.2.3. Reactive Hydrocarbon Transport in the Presence of a Reducing Layer 

As an additional part of the study, we modified the problem definition so that a layer of 

reducing material was introduced in the soil matrix below 0.8 meters depth. The same initial 

conditions as described earlier were used, except that the Eh in nodes 5 through 10 was set to 

-0.3 Volts. The reaction kinetics within this zone were also modified (see Table 3.2). Instead of 

C02(aq) being present in background concentrations, dissolved methane was present instead, at 

the same concentration. The results of this simulation are depicted in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 

As seen from Figure 3.11, after 20 days methyl alcohol and formaldehyde have formed in 

. 
the oxidizing zone, but have not yet reached the reducing layer. A generally sharp redox front 

is maintained at the 0.8 meter depth marie, although a small amount of C02 can be detected in 

the reducing zone. Because of advection and dispersion, it has been transported into this zone 
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slightly faster than it can be reduced. Methane, on the other hand, must travel upstream in 

order to infiltrate the oxidizing zone, thus it is assisted only by diffusive processes, and is 

opposed by advection. As a result, methane is transported upstream at a rate slower than its 

oxidation rate in the oxidizing zone, so we do not see the corresponding "tongue" of methane 

in this zone the way we see it for C02 in the reducing zone. 

It is seen from Figure 3.12 that the methane and carbon dioxide profiles after 100 days 

are similar to those at 20 days, except that they show a greater-than-background concentration 

where the peak amounts of infiltrating pollutants occur, as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.8. The 

methyl alcohol profile closely resembles the profile for the homogeneous case shown in Figure 

3.10, thus showing that the reducing zone seems to have no effect on it. This is because 

alcohol is produced in this system primarily by the hydrolysis of the two methyl halides, and 

these reactions do not involve electron transfer, hence are independent of the prevailing redox 

state. Formaldehyde, on the other hand, seems to show a slight asymmetry in its concentration 

profile. It is likely that this results from fonnaldehyde being generated mainly in the oxidizing 

zone, so the HCHO present in the reducing zone has not been produced there. Rather, it was 

transported there from the oxidizing zone above and has not yet had enough time to degrade 

into other species. 

It must be emphasized that the results described above are derived strictly from the simu

lation of a hypothetical scenario which is not based on any particular contamination problem 

that may exist in the field. It would certainly be encouraging to find quantitative data in the 

literature that would be useful for validating the above simulations as good approximations of 

the real world. However, such data are quite scarce, and often contain too much uncertainty 

about the physical and chemical characteristics of the systems they describe. Thus, for now, we 
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must be content with attempting to verify the model by showing that it produces credible, 

internally consistent results. 
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Table 3.1 

Degradation Reactions for Methyl Chloride and Methyl Bromide 
at pH= 7.0 and Eh = +0.1 Volts 

Reaction* Type Half-life** ~orward 
(days) (sec-1) 

CH30-+ CH4 reduction 10000 8.02 X 10 -w 

CH30 -+ CH30H hydrolysis 338 2.37 x w-8 

CH30-+ HCHO oxidation 100 8.02 X 10-8 

CH3Br-+ CH4 reduction 10000 8.02 X 10-lO 

CH3Br -+ CH30H ·hydrolysis 20 4.09 X 10-7 

CH3Br -+ HCHO oxidation 100 8.02 X 10-8 

CH30H-+ CH4 reduction 10000 8.02 X 10-lO 

CH30H -+ HCHO oxidation 100 8.02 X 10-lO 

HCHO -+ HCOOH oxidation 200 4.01 X 10-8 

CH4-+ C02 oxidation 10 8.02 X 10-7 

CH30H-+ C02 · oxidation 100 8.02 X 10-8 

HCHO-+ C02 oxidation 100 8.02 X 10-8 

HCOOH-+ C02 oxidation 10 8.02 X 10-7 

• See Appendix A for the complete reactions, as well as their equilibriwn constants. 

•• Note that the kinetic data presented here, with the exception of the two hydrolysis reactions (Mabey and Mill, 
1978), are completely artificial and are used for demonstration purposes only. Such data are not to be used in evaluating 
the fate of any of the species mentioned for any real contamination site. 
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Table 3.2 

Degradation Reactions for Methyl Chloride and Methyl Bromide 
at pH = 7.0 and Eh = -0.3 Volts 

Reaction* Type Half-life** krorward 
· (days) (sec-1) 

CH3CI -+ CH.t reduction 100 8.02 X 10-IS 

CH3CI -+ CH30H hydrolysis 338 2.37 X 10-8 

CH3CI -+ HCHO oxidation 10000 8.02 X 10-10 

CH3Br-+ CH4 reduction 100 8.02 X 10-8 

CH3Br -+ CH30H hydrolysis 20 4.09 X 10-7 

CH3Br -+ HCHO oxidation 10000 8.02 X 1<r10 

CH30H-+ CH4 reduction 100 8.02 X 1<r8 

HCHO -+ CH30H reduction 100 8.02 X 10-8 

HCHO -+ HCOOH oxidation 10000 4.01 X 10-10 

C02 -+ CH4 reduction 10 8.02 X 10-7 

CH30H-+ C02 oxidation 10000 8.02 X 10-10 

HCHO-+ C02 oxidation 10000 8.02 X 1<r10 

HCOOH-+ C02 oxidation 10000 8.02 X 10-10 

• See Appendix A for the complete reactions, as well u their equilibrium c:ooiWIU. 
•• NOle that the kinetic data presented here, with the exception of the two hydrolysis reactioos (Mabey and Mill, 

1978), are completely artificial and are used for demautratioo purposes only. Such data are not to be used in evaluating 
the fate of any ol the species mentiooed for any real c:ootamination si1c. 
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Figure 3.1. Possible pathways for the degradation of methyl chloride and methyl bromide under 

oxidizing conditions. 
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Figure 3.2. Batch simulation concentrations of methyl chloride and methyl bromide, along with 

the free halogen ions, as a function of time. 
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Figure 3.3. Batch simulation concentrations over time of the secondary species produced by the 

degradation of the two methyl halides. 
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Figure 3.4. Physical configuration for the hypothetical soil or rock column used for the exam

ple simulation. 
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Figure 3.5. Concentration profiles of methyl chloride in the soil column after 20 days, showing 

the reactive and non-reactive cases. 
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Figure 3.10. Reactive transpon profiles for the secondary species after 100 days have elapsed. 
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CHAPTER 4: MODEL VERIFICATION 

Model verification involves the assessment of the mathematical consistency of a numeri

cal model. This may be accomplished through a comparison with an analytical solution to a 

given problem, or a comparison with the results of another numerical model which is designed 

to accomplish a similar task. Model validation involves the comparison of modeling results 

with actual experimental data, a much more difficult task. We attempt to partially validate the 

KINETRAN model in the next chapter. 

In this section, we are concerned with model verification. Because analytical solutions 

for the type of problems KINETRAN considers do not exist. we must be satisfied by verifying 

its internal mathematical consistency. We assess this for both the chemical and the transport 

features of the simulator. 

4.1. Hypothetical Equilibration of Formic Acid with Carbon Dioxide 

A simple way to test whether or not the· kinetics model is performing in a credible 

fashion is to allow the reactions discussed in the previous chapter to evolve until the entire sys

tem is at equilibrium and to compare the results at equilibrium with the calculated final equili

brium state of the system. However, a comparison of Figures 3.2 and 3.3 with Figures 1.1 and 

1.2 shows that this may take a very long time to occur. A simpler test must therefore be dev

ised. From Figure 1.2, we note that at Eh = +0.1 Volts, formic acid maintains an extremely 

small but finite concentration value in the presence of 1.2 x 10-3 moles/liter of total dissolved 

C02. In fact, from the reaction 

HCOOH -+ C02(aq) + 2H+ + 2e-

51 



we can write the mass action relationship 

[C02(aq)][Wi[ej2 = 1if427 
[HCOOH] 

52 

From this expression, one can calculate that under these conditions, [HCOOH] = 1.868 x 10-23 

moles/liter. This is obviously an almost trivial number; it certainly could never be measured in 

the field. However, the model insists that this be a finite quantity in order that the mass action 

constraint to be satisfied. 

Thus, if we take the kinetics simulator by itself, give it an initial pH of 7.0 and an Eh of 

+0.1 Volts, along with [C02] = 1.2 x 10-3 moles/liter, all other species concentrations being 

zero, then this hypothetical equilibrium value for [HCOOH] should be eventually achieved. As 

seen from Figure 4.1, this is precisely what the model calculates. HCOOH-C02 equilibrium is 

achieved after about 100 days. The use o~ (10) from section 2.2 to calculate the A.-parameter 

was very successful; the plot shows a smooth approach to the equilibrium value. No oscilla-

tions occur, and the model does not overestimate or underestimate the equilibrium value to any 

measurable degree. This gives us confidence that the kinetics algorithm in KINETRAN is 

functioning correctly. 

4.2. Verification of the Transport Model 

A comparison of the performance of the transport module used in KINETRAN against a 

modified version of the well-established chemical/heat transport program TRUMP (Edwards, 

1972) was performed in order to test the internal consistency of the transport model. Using the 

initial conditions described for the hypothetical problem in the previous chapter, both programs 
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simulated the non-reactive transport of methyl chloride. Results from the two models, shown 

compared in Figure 4.2, indicate excellent agreement between the models. 
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Figure 4.1. Hypothetical equilibration of fonnic acid with carbon dioxide over time. 
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chemical/heat transport program TRUMP. 
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CHAPTER 5: APPLICATION TO A FIELD PROBLEM 

We choose to test the applicability of KINETRAN to actual field problems by comparing 

its simulated results against data derived from a large-scale field experiment performed at the 

Canadian Forces Base at Borden, Ontario in 1986 by workers from Stanford University and the 

University of Waterloo (Curtis et al., 1986, Freyberg, 1986, MacKay et al., 1986, Roberts et 

al., 1986, and Sudicky, 1986). This data was chosen for the model assessment exercise 

because: (1) hydrologic conditions at the site had been extensively studied and quantified, with 

the aquifer being relatively homogeneous with a uniform, steady groundwater flow, (2) location 

of the source of contamination and time of introduction of pollutants was quantifiable, along 

with initial concentrations of the pollutants, and (3) spatial sampling density for the contam-

inant plumes was high enough for an adequate comparison with modeling results. 

The results of our study demonstrate that the KINETRAN model is indeed applicable to 

real contamination sites and may prove to be of value in predicting the spatial and temporal 

extent of contamination. 

5.1. Problem Definition 

5.1.1. Overview of the Borden Experiment 

One of the principal objectives of the Borden experiment was to evaluate the fate of 

selected organic contaminants in groundwater under field conditions (MacKay et al. (1986)). 

In the experiment, five halogenated hydrocarbons (carbon tetrachloride, hexa~hloroethane, tetra-

chloroethylene, bromoform, and 1,2-dichlorobenzene) along with two inorganic tracers 
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(chloride and bromide) were injected in known quantities into a sandy aquifer over a 15-hour 

period. For approximately three years, the concentrations of these materials were measured in 

the downstream groundwater flow direction by an extensive monitoring network, yielding data 

on both the transport and transformation behavior of these materials at the site. 

Analysis of the behavior of the plumes by Freyberg (1986) indicates very little spreading 

in the vertical direction or transverse to the groundwater flow direction. All of the plumes 

behave essentially as ellipsoids that grow more and more elongate in the direction coincident 

with the fluid flow. Because of this, solute transport at the Borden site can be approximated as 

one-dimensional and with only a horizontal component. 

5.1.2. Chemical Characteristics 

The results of the Borden experiment were interpreted by Roberts et al. in terms of the 

mass balance of the organic species present. Retardation coefficients, determined according to 

the technique described above, were used to estimate the total mass of a given organic species 

from the measured aqueous concentration. Discrepancies in the total mass of a species in the 

system were interpreted as evidence for transformation of the species. Simple first-order decay 

constants were assigned to the halogenated hydrociubons that showed evidence of degradation. 

Daughter products produced in the degradation reactions, and reactions between the initial con

taminants, or with the subsequent decay products, were not addressed. As the major focus of 

this work, we consider the latter possibilities in detail, and use the scenarios generated to offer 

possible explanations for the obsetvations, including some unexplained discrepancies. 

The possible decay schemes of the halogenated hydrocarbons used in the Borden study 

are variable and quite complex. We do not expect to be able to include in our simulation 
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every possible reaction and every possible transient daughter species that may be produced. 

Instead, we focus our attention on a small number of most likely degradation reactions, both 

abiotic and biologically-mediated, which produce species that may be of potential environmen

tal significance. 

Table 5.1 lists the original contaminants along with the decay products considered. Table 

5.2 lists the initial concentrations of the contaminants in the 12 m3 of solution injected into the 

aquifer. The pH of the aquifer is assumed to remain constant at 7.6 (MacKay et al., 1986). 

The local Eh of the groundwater near the Borden site was found to vary considerably in an 

earlier study by Nicholson et al. (1983). For the area used in the experiment, we chose an Eh 

value that seemed to represent the best mean value; +0.3 Volts (moderately oxidizing). Nichol

son et al. concluded that the Eh in the Borden aquifer was likely to be buffered by the 

Fe2+ - Fe3+ redox couple, so we assume that the degradation of the organic contaminants, par

ticularly in such low concentrations, has no significant effect on the Eh. 

The decay scheme of greatest significance in our modeling study is the breakdown of 

hexachloroethane. Hexachloroethane degrades through a complex series of reductive dehaloge

nation reactions to fonn, as end products, either ethane or ethylene. Vogel et al., (1987) list 

this series as involving up to 17 different species/isomers. We utilize a simplified version of 

this scheme (Figure 5.1). The transfonnation of hexachloroethane into tetrachloroethylene is 

definitely a significant reaction (Vogel et al., (1987)), occurring as a result of both abiotic and 

biologically-mediated processes. As we discuss shortly, this reduction reaction may take place 

even under seemingly oxidizing conditions. Subsequently, tetrachloroethylene transfonns 

through further reductive dehalogenation to trichloroethylene, dichloroethylene, vinyl chloride, 

and finally ethylene and carbon dioxide (under oxidizing conditions). We consider 
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dichloroethylene to exist as a transient species in the system only in an implicit sense; that is, 

we bypass it in the simulation. This is because dichloroethylene exists as three possible iso

mers (cis-, trans-, and 1,1-dichloroethylene) and their explicit presence would add needless 

complexity to the simulation (Barrio-Lage et al., 1986), considering the lack of data on their 

presence. Trichloroethylene and vinyl chloride are of interest here, as trichloroethylene was 

indeed detected in the system, and vinyl chloride is a potent human carcinogen. 

The other possible degradation pathway for hexachloroethane degradation is through a 

series of chloroethane isomers to ethane itself. Again, we do not explicitly consider the array 

of isomers and reactions involved, and instead approximate the whole process as a transforma

tion of hexachloroethane to ethane. There is considerable evidence that this degradation path

way for hexachloroethane is not of particular significance in the Borden experiment, as we 

shall discuss later. 

The ethane produced in this pathway is transformed into ethylene via simple oxidation or 

is converted into ethanol through hydrolysis. Ethylene is eventually oxidized to C02, as is 

ethanol, either directly or through intermediate species such as acetaldehyde and acetic acid 

(Hart, (1987), Vogel et al., (1987)). 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the possible reductive dehalogenation of carbon tetrachloride to 

methane. Unlike the case for hexachloroethane degradation, none of the intermediate species 

for the transformation of this compound were initially present nor were measured during the 

course of the experiment. As a result, we treat the whole process as a single step, and choose 

to ignore the intermediate species. Bromoform, the brominated equivalent of chloroform, is· 

treated analogously. The degradation of the final pollutant, 1,2-dichlorobenzene, is probably 

exceedingly complex, involving many intermediate species and isomers, such as chlorophenols, 
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catecols, and so fonh, none of which were quantified in the experimental data. Thus, its degra

dation is treated is a transformation to either methane or carbon dioxide. 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the reactions that are explicitly handled by the model for these three 

substances. Among the possibilities, all three may be reduced to methane or oxidized to C02. 

In addition, bromoform and carbon tetrachloride may be transformed via hydrolysis to 

methanol. Finally, methane itself is oxidized to methanol, which is in tum oxidized (directly or 

indirectly) to carbon dioxide. 

The hypothetical equilibrium concentrations of all of the species considered as a function 

of Eh are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. These calculations are based on a list of equilibrium 

reactions (Table 5.3), the initial concentrations of the contaminants in the injection solution, a 

pH of 7.6, and a temperature of 20 o C. All of the species listed, except of course total C02, 

have effective equilibrium concentrations of zero because of their thermodynamic instability 

under oxidizing conditions. The figures are useful, however, in that they provide some insight 

into which species are stable with respect to other species. For example, Vogel et al., (1987) 

state that progressively more chlorinated hydrocarbons are increasingly oxidized and thus are 

increasingly susceptible to reduction. Figure 5.4 shows that this can be inferred from the rela

tive stabilities of the chlorinated ethanes and ethenes present in the system. Hexachloroethane 

is less stable than tetrachloroethylene, which is ·less stable than trichloroethylene and vinyl 

chloride, at the Eh-value of the Borden site. Thus, the sequence of reductive dehalogenation 

reactions mentioned earlier for these species is favored, at least thermodynamically, at an Eh of 

+0.3 Volts. Therefore, illustrations such as Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are useful in determining direc

tions for degradation reactions under prevailing conditions if these are not known a priori. 

Knowledge of which degradation reactions are favorable is, by itself, insufficient for 
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modeling the system; the first-order rate constants must be quantified as well In some cases, 

rates for degradation reactions in systems of environmental interest, particularly for abiotic 

hydrolysis reactions, follow general values from one system to the next (Mabey and Mill, 

(1978)). However, in the vast majority of instances, reaction rates are highly system-dependent 

and must be determined empirically, directly from the data. This problem is due largely to the 

actions of microorganisms, which are capable of greatly accelerating the breakdown of organic 

chemicals (Vogel et al., (1987)), but whose behavior at any one site usually cannot be 

predicted a priori. 

5.1.2.1. Simulation Rate Constants 

Roberts et al., (1986) provide estimates of the first-order decay constants of hexa

chloroethane·, bromoform, and 1,2-dichlorobenzene in the Borden experiment, and assume that 

tetrachloroethylene and carbon tetrachloride showed no evidence of degradation at the site. As 

discussed above, we present a more complex interpretation of the system chemistry. The degra

dation reactions are presented in Table 5.4. We now discuss the logical basis for he assignment 

of the reaction rate constants. 

Analysis of the total mass balance data for the organic species in the Borden experiment 

yielded a rate constant of 0.02 day-1 for hexachloroethane. As was mentioned, there are two 

possible degradation pathways for this compound. From the literature (Vogel et al., (1987)), 

indications are that the transformation of hexachloroethane to tetrachloroethylene may be the 

most ~portant reaction. There is convincing evidence from the experimental data that this is 

indeed the case at the Borden site. Analysis of the concentrati~n data for tetrachloroethylene 

suggest that cleo ranges significantly greater than unity, but less than approximately 1.5, over 
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the course of the experiment. Thus, a source for this extra material must exist, and the only 

likely source is hexachloroethane. In addition, small amounts of trichloroethylene were detected 

during the experiment (Freyberg, 1989), and its likely source has to be tetrachloroethylene. The 

initial concentration ratio, in moles/liter,· of hexachloroethane to tetrachloroethylene is approxi-

mately 0.47. Since all of the hexachloroethane is transformed during the course of the experi-

ment, we assign a rate constant for the transformation of hexachloroethane to tetra-

chloroethylene approximately equal to the hexachloroethane decay constant The decay rate 

assigned for the transformation of hexachloroethane directly to ethane is therefore quite small. 

The rate constant for the transformation of tetrachloroethylene to trichloroethylene is then 

estimated through a history-matching scheme with the data. As we discuss later, this interpre-

tation seems to explain the apparently anomalous behavior of tetrachloroethylene in the system. 

It is possible that a transformation reaction may take place between tetrachloroethylene 

and carbon tetrachloride (Vogel et al., (1987)). Under the conditions of the experiment, carbon 

tetrachloride is favored thermodynamically. Nevertheless, the transformation of tetra-

chloroethylene into carbon tetrachloride involves the addition of chloride ions onto two hydro-

carbon molecules. Such a reaction would probably be extremely slow in an environment such 

as the Borden site because microorganisms tend to do the opposite; they remove halogens from 

hydrocarbons. Thus, this reaction, if it occurs, is assumed to have a very long half-life. 

The numerical rate constants for these degradation reactions are approximated through the 

relationship, 

~CHCE 
~t = -kPCE[HCE] + -kemanelHCE] + -kcnrr[HCE] = -~[HCE] (13) 
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A similar scheme is used to quantify the degradation of carbon tetrachloride and bro-

moform. Roberts et al., (1986) calculate a decay rate constant of 0.003 day-1 for bromoform. 

A rate constant is not provided for carbon tetrachloride; however, we found that a reasonable 

fit to the data resulted from the assignment of a very small rate constant for its degradation. 

Although a simplified decay scheme (Figure 5.3) can be outlined for the degradation of 

these two compounds, the decisions regarding the significance of each of the reactions are 

rather difficult This is because data regarding the presence of the possible decay products for 

these materials in the Borden experiment are not available. Thus, we seek only to be able to 

simulate the temporal evolution of the parent species concentrations, and analyze the hypotheti-

cal behavior of the daughter species produced. 

We can make a few reasonable guesses concerning which reactions may be dominant in 

the decay scheme of carbon tetrachloride and bromoform. For example, the hydrolysis reac-

tions that produce methanol from the two halogenated methanes are probably insignificant, as 

Mabey and Mill, (1978) state that the half-lives for abiotic hydrolysis of these two under 

environmental conditions is on the order of hundreds to thousands of years.* 

Vogel et al., (1987), in a summary of experimental work involving biodegradation stu-

dies, state that carbon tetrachloride may be transformed into either carbon dioxide or chloro-

form, even under anaerobic conditions. Bromoform would be expected to behave in an analo-

gous manner. As a further complication, Roberts et al., (1986) suggest the possibility of iso-

lated pockets of anaerobic conditions existing in an otherwise presumably oxidizing aquifer. 

Thus, whether these materials degrade at the Borden site via reductive dehalogenation, such as 

with the hexachloroethane-tetrachloroethylene-vinyl chloride scheme, or through simple 

• Recent work by Ieffen md Wolfe (1989) suggest that the hydrolysis half-life of carbon tetrachloride may in fact 
be much shorter thm previously suspected. This is clearly Ul area where more research is needed. 
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oxidation via fonnaldehye and fonnic acid, is definitely an open question. Because of the 

presumed oxidizing conditions, we assume for modeling purposes that the preferred degrada

tion pathway is simply transfonnation to C02• Utilizing a relationship such as Equation (13), 

we assign very small rate constants to the reactions transfonning the two halogenated methanes 

to methanol and methane. This is done in order to analyze the hypothetical behavior of 

methane and methanol in the system. 

Roberts et al., (1978) calculate a decay constant for 1,2-dichlorobenzene of 0.004 day-1• 

We have already alluded to the complex nature of the degradation of 1,2-dichlorobenzene. 

Again, we assume that this material is transfonned directly into C02, with only a small amount 

converted to methane. This is probably reasonable, since 1 ,2-dichlorobenzene is not heavily 

chlorinated, hence not heavily oxidized, and thus is probably not particularly susceptible to 

reduction. Roberts et al. state, in fact, that they suspect that this material is indeed most readily 

degradable under aerobic (oxidizing) conditions. 

The remaining reactions in the system, which include the degradation of vinyl chloride 

and all reactions not involving halogenated hydrocarbons, are assigned half-lives of approxi

mately 100 days for modeling purposes. We believe that this is an appropriate assumption, 

given the lack of relevant data from the site, and that for most of these reactions this should be 

accurate within an order of magnitude. 

5.1.3. Transpor-t Characteristics 

The Borden experiment was perfonned in a relatively homogeneous sandy aquifer. The 

hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer ranges from 5 x w-s to 2 x 10-4m/sec, with a geometric 

mean of 7.2 x 1 o-s m/sec (Sudicky, 1986). The annual mean horizontal hydraulic gradient is 
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calculated by Sudicky to be 0.0043. The mean porosity is given as 0.33, with a coefficient of 

variation of 0.05 (MacKay et al., (1986)). These values imply a steady-state pore fluid velocity 

of approximately 0.081 m/day. 

Careful measurements of the spatial variability . of the concentrations of the two inorganic 

tracers, Cr and Br-, showed no evidence that these two species had undergone any adsorption. 

That is, cleo did not depart significantly from unity over the course of the experiment. As a 

result, plotting the position of the centers of mass of the tracer plumes as a function of time 

should also yield a value for the pore fluid velocity. These calculations yielded an average 

velocity of 0.091 m/day (MacKay et al). This is in reasonable agreement with the value calcu

lated from the hydraulic gradient, and is probably more accurate, given the greater uncertainties 

in detennining average values for the hydraulic conductivity, potential gradient, and porosity. 

Thus, for our modeling study, we choose the latter value, which corresponds to a darcy velo

city Of 3.5 X 10-7 m/sec. 

Quantification of dispersivities for large-scale field tests is always difficult due to depar

tures from the standard Fickian model and scale-dependencies. The Borden site is no excep

tion. It is beyond the scope of our study to analyze the phenomenon of plume dispersion in 

detail, as this is covered extensively by Freyberg (1986). We wish only to extract a single 

dispersivity value from the data in order to use it in the transport model, which assumes that 

dispersion is Fickian in nature. Freyberg (1986) conclude that the longitudinal dispersivity of 

the aquifer asymptotically approaches 0.49 m over the three-year time span of the experiment. 

Sudicky et al. (1983) report a lower value, listing the apparent dispersivity of the same aquifer 

to be 0.08 m following a small-scale field test. In order to partially offset the problem of 

numerical dispersion in our simulation (see section 5.2.2.3 and Appendix B), we choose to use 
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the latter (smaller) value. Transverse dispersivity is not quantified in the Borden experiment, 

and we ignore it as well, considering the one-dimensional nature of the problem. Effective 

diffusion coefficients for all species are assumed to be 1 x 10-10 m2/sec. 

Data from the Borden site show that the center of masses of the organic contaminant 

plumes lagged significantly behind those of the tracers, the difference becoming increasingly 

apparent as the experiment proceeded in time. Roberts et al. interpreted this as clear evidence 

that the organic species were being retarded as a result of adsorption. The retardation 

coefficient for a given species i is defined by the velocity ratio with respect to a non-adsorbing 

solute, 

(14) 

Curtis et al. (1986) perfonned laboratory experiments designed to duplicate the adsorptive 

behavior of the materials on the Borden aquifer. They found that the materials were indeed 

adsorbing on the sand grains, probably due to the hydrophobicity of the halogenated hydrocar-

boos. Apparently, each of the materials produced linear, reversible isothenns consistent with 

an equilibrium adsorption model. 

Further analysis of the Borden site data indicated, however, that the contaminant plumes 

did not obey constant retardation coefficients but instead showed time-dependent retardation 

Roberts et al. suggested a number of possibilities to account for this, but stated that the most 

likely was that diffusion rate limitation resulted in a slow approach to equilibrium, so that in 

the relationship 

R = 1 + pt){j 
' n 
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the distribution coefficient of species i, Kj, slowly increases over time·. Using regression 

analysis, power curves were fit to the experimental data to express solute velocity as a function 

of time (see Table 5.5). The retardation coefficients were determined from the calculated velo

cities and (14). 

The same retardation relationships are used in the modeling study for the initial contam

inants present. Among the secondary species produced, trichloroethylene and vinyl chloride 

are assumed to obey the same velocity equation as tetrachloroethylene. The remaining species, 

ethane, ethylene, ethanol, methanol, methane, and C02 are all assumed to have retardation fac

tors of unity. 

The goal of the transport portion of the simulation is to couple the chemical transfonna

tion simulation capability of KINETRAN with a solute transport model, and to be able to 

reproduce some of the features of the Borden experiment, at least in a qualitative manner. 

Our emphasis for this modeling study is primarily focused on the reactive transport 

features of the problem, such as, for example, the spatial variability in concentration of two 

reacting species subject to differing degrees of retardation. As a result, we feel that it is beyond 

the scope of this study to attempt to precisely simulate the configuration of the various contam

inant plumes through the use of a detailed three-dimensional mesh. Such a match can usually 

be achieved through the use of history-matching schemes and appropriate weighting functions. 

This type of study has been perfonned many times in the past using various chemical transport 

models, and simply repeating such work for the Borden experiment would not prove to be of 

great scientific significance. Rather, the purpose of this study is to investigate the applicability 

of the KINETRAN model to a site where complex chemical transfonnations may be occurring, 

thus the computational effort at this level is focused on solving the chemical problems. 
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Bearing this purpose in mind, we choose to model the transport of the contaminant 

plumes through the use of a relatively simple one-dimensional grid (see Figure 5.6). If the 

cross-sectional area of such a mesh is large enough, the small amount of transverse dispersion 

that did occur in the original experiment will not be a factor in the simulation, and thus mass 

balance errors that would result from the one-dimensional approximation are avoided. The use 

of a coarse mesh greatly reduces the computational effort needed to solve the reactive transport 

problem at the expense of some spatial resolution. However, the use of coarse meshes for 

strongly advective systems often leads to numerical dispersion problems. We investigate this 

phenomenon further in Appendix B. 

The initial concentrations of the contaminants in the volume element representing the ini

tial injection plume are shown in Table 5.6 (in moles/m3). These concentrations were deter

mined by dividing the original total mass of each contaminant in the 12 m3 injection plume 

(calculated from Table 5.2) by its molecular weight and dividing the resulting quantity (total 

moles) by the pore volume of the node (132 m3). The concentration of C02 is assumed to be 

initially constant throughout the system, including groundwater infiltrating the column. The 

background concentration .of a- in the groundwater at the Borden site was measured by 

Nicholson et al., (1983)to be 1-3 mg/L, clearly negligible compared to the injected tracer con

centration, 892 mg/L. 

5.2. Simulation Results 

5.2.1. Batch Simulation 

Using the contaminant concentrations in the initial solution, along with the pH, Eh, and 
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[C02] presented above, and the degradation reactions, we first apply the chemical transfonna

tion module of the KINETRAN simulator to solving the batch (non-transport) problem, using a 

10-day time step, over a 700-day period. The goal of this exercise is to see how well the 

model, and our interpretation of the system~ match the estimated total masses of the organic 

compounds as given by Roberts et al. 

The total masses of the organic compounds in the experimental data were determined by 

integrating the concentration profiles over the entire soil column. We could have followed an 

analogous procedure by summing up the concentrations of the various species over all of the 

volume elements. However, because conditions throughout the simulated soil column do not 

vary (pH, Eh, and forward reaction rates), solving for the changes in total mass of the species 

. as if they were all in a static batch system will yield virtually identical results. One would 

expect a discrepancy between the two methods only if the reverse reactions are significant, as 

the rates of many of these reactions depend on the chloride and bromide concentrations which 

are spatially and temporally variable. However, because of thennodynamic constraints at this 

pH and Eh, none of the reverse reactions, as listed in Table 5.4, are of significance. In fact, 

comparison of the batch simulation degradation curves for the initial contaminants with those 

determined by summation of the reactive transport profiles (discussed shortly) yielded no 

appreciable differences. 

The advantage of first solving the batch system problem is that it can yield first•order 

kinetic parameters as part of a history matching scheme that may be used later in the reactive 

transport problem, saving a considerable amount of computational effort. This is because for a 

system of i species, after N time steps, only N i x i matrices need to be solved in order to 

determine the changes in total mass. If the reactive transport curves are to be used, then NM 
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i x i matrices must be solved, where M is the number of nodes, in addition to solving the 

transport equations. Clearly, using the latter method to fit the correct degradation parameters 

would be much more difficult and time-consuming. 

Because the first-order decay constants presented by Roberts et al. were derived for the 

total masses of the organic compounds in the system, and not just for the mass in solution, we 

treat the batch simulation as if all species are totally dissolved in the aqueous phase. Thus, 

adsorption is viewed in the context of this model as strictly a transport phenomenon, with no 

implications for the transfoimation behavior of a given organic species within a given volume 

element. The alternative approach, dealing with transfoimation chemistry exclusively in the 

aqueous phase, implies that species adsorbed on the solid phase are not subject to degradation, 

which may not be true at all. Furthem1ore, because the retardation coefficients for the organic 

species in this problem are not constant, this would make determination of first-order decay 

constants quite difficult. Therefore, the method used for this simulation is more computation

ally suitable for history-matching schemes. 

Figures 5.7 through 5.13 illustrate the behavior of the total mass of the organic com

pounds in the system. Bromofonn and 1,2-dichlorobenzene show simple first-order decay 

curves in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively. Neither is being produced in any significant reac

tions, and both are being degraded, primarily into C02• Although L'lere is considerable scatter 

in the experimental data, the agreement of the simulated results is good. Note that the scatter 

for bromofom1, and to a degree 1,2-dichlorobenzene, lies preferentially above the simulated 

decay curve. Roberts et al. suggest that there may be a slight time lag in the decay process 

during which time microorganisms that play a part in the transfom1ation become established. In 

each of these figures, adjustment of the simulated decay curves for a 100-day time lag shows 
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better agreement with the experimental results. 

Figure 5.9 shows the behavior of carbon tetrachloride. Roberts et al., (1986) state that 

they find no evidence for the transformation of carbon tetrachloride and hence provide no 

first-order decay constant. We assign a very small decay constant to carbon tetrachloride in 

order to achieve a slightly better fit to the data (see Table 5.4). The effect of this is rather sub

tle, the decay curve appearing as more of a gently sloping line than an exponential curve. 

Hexachloroethane and tetrachloroethylene are depicted in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, respec

tively. Again, hexachloroethane shows simple exponential decay, with the curve fitting the data 

quite well, in this case without evidence of a decay time-lag (also reported by Roberts et al.). 

The behavior of tetrachloroethylene. is more complex, however. According to our interpretation 

of the chemical phenomena occurring in this system, as discussed in section 5.1.2, tetra

chloroethylene is produced from the degradation of hexachloroethane. Therefore, its concentra

tion increases for the first 150 days or so until the hexachloroethane is depleted, then the tetra

chloroethylene concentration decreases as a result of subsequent transformation to tri

chloroethylene. The curve generated by KINETRAN, based on these assumptions, is reconcil

able with the data plotted in Figure 5.11, although one may argue that scatter in the experimen

tal data allows us the liberty to do this. However, there is indeed evidence based on observa

tions of Roberts et al., that tetrachloroethylene may in fact be both produced and consumed in 

the system. For example, calculations of the total mass in the system based on synoptic data 

indicate that, for tetrachloroethylene, 1.05 S cleo S 1.23 over the course of the experiment, 

within a 95% confidence interval. Additionally, calculations of Roberts et al. involving integra

tion of the breakthrough curves for tetrachloroethylene at three sampling points indicate that 

1.18 S cleo S 1.48 within a 95% confidence interval. The latter values were measured earlier in 
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the experiment when the plume was passing by three monitoring points located relatively close 

to the source. The fact that these values appear to be larger than the former ones conforms 

very well with the modeling prediction that the tetrachloroethylene concentration rises initially 

and then begins to fall off. This finding strongly suggests that the assumption of tetra

chloroethylene as chemically inert (no source term or decay constant) might pemaps be overly 

simplistic, and that our interpretation may have considerable merit 

Figure 5.12 illustrates the transient behavior of hexachloroethane and tetrachloroethylene 

as compared to the hypothetical behavior of trichloroethylene and vinyl chloride. The concen

trations are given in total mass (grams) of the species in the system. The detection limit for 

these data in the experimental study occurred at around 0.05 grams (Roberts et al.). 

Trichloroethylene appears in the system as a result of the degradation of tetra

chloroethylene, although not in easily measured amounts. According to Freyberg (1989), 

traces of trichloroethylene were indeed found during the Borden experiment, supporting, at 

least qualitatively, our hypothetical results. As shown by Figure 5.12, vinyl chloride also 

occurs in the system in a pattern similar to trichloroethylene, from which it is derived. How

ever, the concentrations of this material are even smaller. Thus, although it is likely that vinyl 

chloride appeared in the real system, its concentrations would have probably been too minute 

to detect 

The hypothetical transient behavior of the secondary organic species are shown in Figure 

5.13. These species are produced through a variety of oxidation and reduction reactions, as 

well as hydrolysis reactions. The concentrations of these species, as modeled by the simulator, 

would all be below the detection limits of the Borden experiment. Thus, these curves are 

speculative, but they do suggest interesting, and entirely plausible, possibilities. 

.. 
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Ethane is produced through a long series of reduction reactions that replace the chlorine 

atoms of hexachloroethane with hydrogen atoms. These are approximated. as a single reaction 

for modeling purposes (see section 5.1.2). Because we assert that the primary degradation pro-

duct ·of hexachloroethane is tetrachloroethylene, and not ethane, ethane is produced in only 

very small amounts, and is rapidly. oxidized to ethylene or directly to C02, or is converted via 

hydrolysis to ethanol. From the figure, we see that ethanol appears as a result of this in small 

concentrations, as it too is oxidized to C02• Methane and methanol show analogous behavior, 

but at somewhat higher concentrations. This is because methane is produced by more sources, 

namely the reduction of carbon tetrachloride, bromoform, and 1,2-dichlorobenzene. Ethylene 

behaves differently from the other species; it is produced initially principally by the oxidation 

of ethane, and later on by the reduction and dechlorination of vinyl chloride. Its concentration 

begins to level off near 700 days, when its subsequent oxidation to C02 begins to dominate. 

5.2.2. Transport Simulation 

5.2.2.1. Centers of Mass of Contaminant Plumes 

The centers of mass of each of the plumes of the five original contaminants, along with 

.. the chloride tracer, are depicted in Figures 5.14 through 5.19. The curves for the simulated 

results were derived by using a linear interpolation for the concentration values between the 

nodal points. Numerical integration was used to evaluate, 
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where Xi, and e;. are the center of mass and the concentration of species i, respectively. 

The centers of mass calculated in this manner from the simulated concentration profiles are 

compared with the experimental data of Roberts et al. In general, the agreement between the 

two is good. There is a slight discrepancy between the simulated and observed results in the 

more strongly sorbed species, however, most notably with hexachloroethane (Figure 5.19). This 

is most likely due to the presence of the upstream node and the linear interpolation of the con

centration profiles between nodes, leading to a negative bias for the centers of mass for more 

highly adsorbed species. Nevertheless, strongly sorbed species such as hexachloroethane do not 

advance very far during the simulation anyway, so the error mentioned above is not of great 

importance. Thus, in general, we see that the use of a relatively coarse, one-dimensional mesh 

to simulate this problem does not adversely affect the accurate location of the centers of mass 

of the plumes, at least over the distance and time scales used. 

5.2.2.2. Breakthrough Curves 

Roberts et al. presented the results of time-series samplings (breakthrough curves) for the 

five original contaminants and the chloride tracer from three different monitoring points in their 

study. We decided against attempting to directly duplicate these quantitative results with 

KINETRAN for two reasons. The primary reason was that the monitoring points were all in 

relatively close proximity to the injection point (within 5 meters), were located at different 

depths, and were not colinear when projected onto a horizontal plane. Attempting to simulate 

the breakthrough curves under such a scenario would have required the use of a very fine, 

three-dimensional mesh and small time steps for accurate time-series sampling. Because the 

distance and time scales we chose to model for this system are much larger, such fine 

... 
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discretization would have been computationally cumbersome. Secondly, presenting a more 

intractable difficulty, the precise configuration of the- initial contaminant plume immediately fol

lowing injection could not be well enough constrained for modeling purposes. 

Instead, we choose to attempt to duplicate the time-series results in a more qualitative 

manner. Owing to our coarse mesh, we sample the breakthrough curves of chloride, carbon 

tetrachloride, and tetrachloroethylene at a distance of 10 meters from the injection site and 

compare the shapes of the curves qualitatively with the curves for the same species at the mon

itoring points. Again, because of the discrete nature of the simulation, space and time intervals 

are not fine enough to accurately detennine the breakthrough curves simply by plotting relative 

concentrations at a given location verses time. Thus, the breakthrough curves must be deter

mined by an indirect method. 

The detennination is as follows. At any given cross-sectional plane through the one

dimensional column. at any given time, the solute flux of a particular species over the last time 

interval is given by the change in concentration of that species downstrealil over that time 

interval (assuming the species has not been significantly chemically transfonned during the 

time interval). Under conditions of steady solute flux, the flux will be proportional to the con

centration, hence the breakthrough curves can be e~timated. 

The breakthrough curves, detennined by this method, are shown in Figure 5.20. Qualita

tively, these match the experimental breakthrough curves quite well (see Roberts et al., (1986)). 

Chloride, which is not adsorbed at all, arrives first and shows a relatively sharp pulse. Carbon 

tetrachloride, with an average retardation factor of around 2, arrives later and shows a pulse 

that is much less shatp. Finally, tetrachloroethylene, with an average retardation factor of 

around 4, arrives last and shows a pulse that is even less sharp than carbon tetrachloride. In 
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fact, after 375 days, the tetrachloroethylene concentration is just peaking, while carbon tetra

chloride is already diminishing and most of the chloride has long since passed through. The 

experimental data of Roberts et al. is very similar, although the peaks of all three species are 

sharper, with that of chloride being a virtual spike. This is most likely due to the proximity to 

the source. The simulated breakthrough curves, measured at over twice the distance from the 

initial pulse, are less sharp because dispersion has had more time to smear out the solute 

fronts. 

Integration under the chloride curve, the conservative tracer, yields a value of cleo of 

0.97, indicating that this indirect method for breakthrough curve determination is probably a 

reasonably good approximation. Integration under the carbon tetrachloride and tetra

chloroethylene curves is not meaningful because a significant amount of flux is still occurring 

at 10 meters after 375 days. For carbon tetrachloride, after 375 days, transformation has led to 

cleo= 0.93, so the carbon tetrachloride breakthrough curve is probably reasonably accurate as 

well. 

The tetrachloroethylene curve, however, is only very approximately correct, because of its 

complex chemistry in the system. After 375 days, cleo = 1.25 due to the assumption that tetra

chloroethylene is produced through the degradation of hexachloroethane. This production 

occurs mainly in the upstream direction, since hexachloroethane is more is more strongly 

adsorbed than tetrachloroethylene. Downstream, tetrachloroethylene is destroyed more rapidly 

because production does not balance its transformation into trichloroethylene. As a result, using 

changes in the downstream concentration of tetrachloroethylene to determine the flux through 

the cross-sectional area at 10 meters probably introduces considerable error, so the tetra

chloroethylene curve must be viewed as only a rough qualitative guide. 
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5.2.2.3. Dispersion 

The concentration versus distance profiles for the non-reactive chloride tracer are shown 

in Figure 5.21. Dispersion of the chloride plume over time as it advances in the downstream 

direction is evident. MacKay et al. report field evidence for the dispersion of the chloride 

tracer, and the organic contaminants as well, at the Borden site. The plumes all became more 

and more ellipsoidal as they migrated away from the injection site, with their major axes 

aligned with the direction of groundwater flow.· 

As we have shown in the previous section, the simulated centers of mass of the contam

inant plumes agree fairly well with field measurements. This obseiVation, coupled with the 

qualitative agreement between the two concerning dispersion of the contaminant plumes, leads 

us to believe that our transport model is in reasonable agreement with the field obseiVations, at 

least qualitatively, within the limited scope of this study. The modeling results do show some

what more dispersion than was measured in the experiment, however. This is almost certainly 

the result of numerical (non-physical) dispersion which results from the use of a relatively 

coarse mesh and full upstream weighting. Numerical dispersion can be reduced by using a finer 

mesh (see Appendix B) and by carefully adjusting the upstream weighting function to values 

less than 1.0, but this greatly increases the computation effort required, as more nodes must be 

used and smaller time steps must be taken. In addition, decreasing the upstream weighting 

function often leads to non-physical oscillations about the solute front, particularly in dom

inantly advective systems, such as the one we are concerned with. 
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5.2.3. Reactive Transport Results 

The concentration versus distance profiles for several of the species that undergo 

significant chemical transformation are depicted in Figures 5.22 through 5.26. 

Figure 5.22 shows the concentration profile of bromoform over time. In comparing this 

figure with Figure 5.21, two features are immediately apparent. One is the retardation of bro

moform in the soil column, evidenced by the fact that the plume does not advance nearly as far 

downstream as the chloride plume in the same amount of time. Secondly, the area under the 

profile curve becomes progressively smaller over time as a result of transformation. Because 

the rate of transformation is proportional to the concentration, the species degrades faster in the 

region of the profile with the highest concentration, the result being that the concentration 

profiles appear to be even more dispersed than would be expected as time progresses. This 

feature is itself somewhat suppressed by the effects of retardation, however. 

The reactive transport profiles of the chlorinated hydrocarbons involved in the decay 

chain of hexachloroethane are shown in Figures 5.23 through 5.26. In each of these graphs, the 

concentration, given in grams per liter of soil (bulk concentration), is only a relative term used 

for comparative purposes. This is because these concentrations are averaged over each entire 

volume element and will usually be much smaller than the real values, as in reality the plume 

would be concentrated locally within the volume blocks. 

Figure 5.23 shows the concentration profile of hexachloroethane over time. The species 

would be expected to behave in a manner analogous to that of bromoform: the transport of 

both are retarded with respect to chloride, and both show transformation behavior that may be 

described as first-order decay processes. The graph shows, however, that hexachloroethane is 

so strongly retarded that it is essentially not transported at all; it simply degrades in place, pri-
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marily into tetrachloroethylene. In fact, among the organic species initially injected in the sys-

tern, hexachloroethane shows the greatest increase in its retardation factor over time (see sec-

tion 5.1.3). 

The concentration profiles of the next member of the decay series, tetrachloroethylene, are 

depicted in Figure 5.24. The behavior of this material in the simulated system is relatively 

complex. As a whole, the total concentration of tetrachloroethylene in the system increases ini-

tially as a result of the degradation of hexachloroethane, peaking at around 150 days. After that 

time, the concentration of the parent material becomes too low to balance the loss of tetra-

chloroethylene through transformation into trichloroethylene, and the overall concentration 

begins to decline. 

These processes due not occur at uniform· rates throughout the column. Because hexa-

chloroethane is adsorbed more strongly than tetrachloroethylene, production of tetra-

chloroethylene may dominate degradation, at least initially, near the injection source, while the 

opposite case may be true funher downstream. One might expect that the result of this would 

be a suppression of plume dispersion. When the time-dependent retardation factors for both 

hexachloroethane and tetrachloroethylene are taken into consideration as well, it becomes evi-

dent that the curves shown in Figure 5.24 are exceedingly difficult to interpret. In situations 

where these effects may be even more pronounced, the suggestion here is that one must use 

. 
extreme caution when attempting to calculate, and interpret, retardation coefficients from data 

such as these. 

Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the concentration profiles of trichloroethylene and vinyl 

chloride, respectively. Both of these species are assumed to obey the same retardation relation-

ship as tetrachloroethylene. The curves generally mirror the behavior of the tetrachloroethylene 
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profiles, as vinyl chloride is produced through the transfonnation of trichloroethylene, which is 

in tum produced though the degradation of tetrachloroethylene. Vinyl chloride and tri

chloroethylene do not build up concentrations as high as tetrachloroethylene because these 

species too are degraded, with the final end products being ethylene and C02• 
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Table 5.1 

Organic Species, Borden Simulation 

Species Abbreviaton Fonnula 

hexachJoroetllane HCE c2c~ 

tetrachloroetllylene PCE C2C4 

trichJoroetllylene TCE C2H03 

vinyl chJoride vc C2H3Q 

carbon tetrachJoride crET ca4 

bromofonn BROM CHBr3 

1,2-dichJorobenzene 1,2-DCB c~4a2 

metllane CH4 

methanol CH30H 

ethane C2H6 

etllanol C2H50H 

ethylene ethene C2H4 

carbon dioxide C02 
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Table 5.2 

Initial Contaminant Concentrations in Injection Plume 

Species Conc.(g/liter)* 

c2~ 2.00 x w-s 

C2Cl4 3.00 x w-s 

C2HC13 0.0 

C2H3Cl 0.0 

CC14 3.10 x w-s 

CHBr3 3.20 X 10-S 

C6H4Cl2 3.32 X 10-4 

CH4 0.0 

CH30H 0.0 

c2~ 0.0 

C2H50H 0.0 

C2H4 0.0 

C02( total) 7.69 x w-2•• 

a- 0.892 

Br- 0.324 

• From MacKay et al. (1986). 

•• From Nicholson etll. (1983). 
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Table 5.3 

Equilibration Reactions for Borden Organic Species 

Reaction log Kcq 

C2~ + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + 60- + 8W + 2e- 97.50 

C2C4 + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + 40- + 8ft" + 4e- 65.36 

C2H03 + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + 30- + 9W + 6e- 41.22 

C2H30 + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + a- + llW + l()e- 1.55 

C04 + 2H20 -+ C02 + 4W + 40- 66.17 

CHBr3 + 2H20 -+ C02 + 3Br- + 5W + 2e- 38.86 

C6H4C2 + 12H20-+ 6C02 + 20- +28ft"+ 26e- -32.95 

CH4 + 2H:z.O -+ C02 + 8ft" + 8e- -21.47 

CH30H + H20 -+ C02 + 6W + 6e- -4.62 

C2H50H + 3H20 -+ 2C02 + 12ft" + 12e- -21.18 

C2~ + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + 14W + 14e- -33.89 

C2H4 + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + 12W + 12e- -16.74 

Equilibrium constants calculated from Wagman et al. (1968), Dean (1979), and MacKay and 
Shin (1981). 
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Table 5.4 

Degradation Reactions at pH = 7.6 and Eh = +0.3 Volts 

Reaction• log Keq kcorwant 
(sec-1) 

c2~ + 2cr -+ 2CC4 + 2e -34.83 1.00 X 10-11 

c2~ + 2e--+ ~a4 + 2a- 32.t4 2.30 X 10-7 

c 2a 4 + w + 2e- -+ c2Ha3 + a- 24.t4 5.00 X to-9 
C2Ha3 + 2W + 4e- -+ C2H3a + 2a- 39.66 8.02 X to-' 
c 2H3a + w + 2e--+ c2~ +a- t8.20 8.02 X 10-8 

C2~ -+ C2H4 + 2W + 2e- -t7.24 8.02 X to-' 
C2H3a + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + a- + ttW + tOe- 1.55 8.02 X 10-8 

C2H50H + 3H20 -+ 2C02 + t2W + t2e- -2l.t8 8.02 X to-' 
CH30H + H20 -+ C02 + 6W + 6e- -4.62 8.02 X 10-8 

C2~ + H20 -+ C2HsOH + 2W + 2e- -t2.7t 8.02 X tQ-8 
CHBr3 + H20 + W + 4e- -+ CH30H + 3Br- 43.48 2.00 X 10-11 

Ca4 + H20 + 2H+ + 6e- -+ CH30H + 4a- 70.78 8.02 X to-11 

C~ + H20 -+ CH30H + 2W + 2e- -t6.86 8.02 X 10-8 

CH4 + 2H20 -+ C02 + Sir + 8e- -21.47 8.02 X 10-8 
C2~ + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + 14W + 14e- -33.89 8.02 X 1(}8 

CHBr3 + 3W + 6e- -+ CH4 + 3Br- 60.3-3 7.00 X t(J10 

ca4 + 4W + 8e- -+ c~ + 4a- 87.64 8.02 X 1(/11 

C~4a2 + 2ow + 22e- -+ 6CH4 + 2a- 95.89 3.00 X 10-10 

Ca4 + 2H20 -+ C02 + 4W + 4a- 66.17 2.00 X 10-9 

C~4a2 + 12H20 -+ 6C02 + 2a- + 28W + 26e- -32.95 4.60 X to-' 
C2~ + 6W +t2e--+ C2~ + 6a- 131.39 8.02 X 10-10 

CHBr3 + 2H20 -+ C02 + 3Br- + 5W + 2e- 38.86 3.40 X 10-8 
C2H4 + 4H20 -+ 2C02 + 12W + 12e- -t6.74 8.02 X 10-8 

Equilibrium constants calculated from Wagman et al. (1968), Dean (1979), and MacKay and 
Shin (198t). Kinetic rate constants for the five original species injected at the Borden site cal
culated from the data of Roberts et al. (1986). 

• The kinetic data presented here arc completely artificial and arc used for demonstration purposes only. Such data 
arc not 10 be used in evaluating the fate o( any o( the 1pCcics mentioned for any real contaminalion site. 
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Table 5.5 

Retardation of Original Organic Species 

Species Velocity Equation* 

cr V = 0.117t-0.04S 

CfET v = 0.086t-O.l40 

BROM v = 0.082t-O.l48 

PCE v = 0.075t-0·249 

DCB v = 0.054t-0·264 

HCE v = 0.046t-0.30l 

• From Roberts et al. (1986). 
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Table 5.6 

Initial Contaminant Concentrations for Transport Simulation 

Species Conc.(moles/meter) 

c2~ 7.68 X to-6 

CzCI.t 1.64 X 10-S 

C2HC13 0.0 

C2H3Cl 0.0 

CC14 1.83 x 10-s 

CHBr3 1.15 X 10-S 

CJ{4Cl2 2.05 X to-4 

CH4 0.0 

CH30H 0.0 

CzH6 0.0 

C2HsOH 0.0 

CzH4 0.0 

C02( total) 1.748 

a- 2.287 

Br- 0.369 
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Figure 5.1. Possible degradation pathways for the transfonnation of hexachloroethane. 
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Figure 5.2. Simplified degradation scheme for the reductive dehalogenation of carbon tetra

chloride. 
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Figure 5.3. Simplified degradation scheme for the degradation of bromofonn, carbon tetra

chloride, and 1 ,2-dichlorobenzene. 
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Figure 5.4. Hypothetical equilibrium concentrations of the chlorinated hydrocarbon species at 

pH= 7.6. 
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Figure 5.6. Physical configuration of the transport problem. 
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Figure 5.7. Evolution of the total mass of bromofonn in the batch simulation over time. 

(Experimental data from Roberts et al., (1986).) 
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time. (Experimental data from Roberts et al., (1986).) 
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Figure 5.9. Evolution of the total mass of carbon tetrachloride in the batch simulation over 

time. (Experimental data from Roberts et al., (1986).) 
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Figure 5.14. Center of mass location of the chloride plume during the transport simulation. 

(Experimental data from Roberts et al., (1986).) 
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Figure 5.15. Center of mass location of the carbon tetrachloride plume during the transport 

simulation. (Experimental data from Roberts et al., (1986).) 
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CHAPTER 6: APPLICATION TO A TWO-DIMENSIONAL 

HYPOTHETICAL PROBLEM 

In this chapter we assess the applicability of the KINETRAN model to a hypothetical 

two-dimensional problem which is characterized by the presence of both physical and chemical 

heterogeneities. Such a scenario is more general than the problems considered ·so far and may 

be a more realistic representation of general field problems that may be encountered. We 

believe that some of the general features of the modeling results may indicate potential uses for 

the application of KINETRAN for the design of waste containment schemes for underground 

hazardous waste disposal. 

6.1. Problem Definition 

The physical configuration of the hypothetical problem is presented in Figure 6.1. Essen

tially, the problem consists of an infinite supply of dissolved carbon tetrachloride, representing 

a waste dump, leaking into a heterogeneous block of soil due to percolating rain water. The 

soil block consists of two materials of differing physical and chemical properties. One material 

is a relatively oxidizing (Eh = +0.1 Volts) sandy aquifer that is generally permeable to fluid 

flow. The fluid flow connections are shown by the arrows drawn in the figure. The fluid fluxes 

are all calculated through a simple mass balance assuming a unifonn infiltration rate into the 

top of the block of 0.254 m/year. The other material present, depicted as the shaded region in 

the figure, represents a clay lens. This material is assumed to be impermeable to fluid flow and 

thus solute transport within it will be due entirely to diffusive processes. through the stagnant 

pore water. We assume that this material is reducing in nature, with an Eh of -0.3 Volts. For 
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both materials, we assign an effective diffusion coefficient of 1 x w-to m2/sec, a porosity of 

0.30, and a dispersivity of 0.1 m. 

The chemical degradation reactions, along with hypothetical first-order rate constants, are 

presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for the oxidizing and reducing zones, respectively. The chloro

methane degradation products of carbon tetrachloride (CC4) include chlorofonn (CH03), 

methylene chloride (CH20i), methyl chloride (CH30), and methane (CH4). Each of these 

materials, in tum, may degrade into other secondary organic species, which include fonnal

dehyde (HCHO), fonnic acid (HCOOH), and total carbon dioxide (C02, which may be in the 

form H2C03, HC03, or cof-). 

A very simple-minded scheme is used to quantify the first-order reaction constants, 

depending on whether a reaction is taking place under oxidizing or reducing conditions (all 

reactions in the two tables are written in the thennodynamically-favored direction, calculated 

from equilibrium concentrations as was done in earlier sections of this thesis). We arbitrarily 

define reactions involving the transfer of two electrons or less as a weak redox reaction, while 

more than two electrons transferred is defined as a strong redox reaction. For the purpose of 

this simulation, we assume half-lives of 10 days for weak oxidation reactions under oxidizing 

conditions and weak reductions under reducing conditions, 100 days for strong oxidation reac

tions under oxidizing conditions (likewise for reductions), 1000 days for weak oxidation reac

tions under reducing conditions (likewise for reductions), and 10,000 days for strong oxidation 

reactions under reducing conditions (likewise for reductions). Non~redox reactions are assumed 

to have half-lives of SO days. We feel that this approach is justified, given that a wide variety 

of abiotic and biologically-mediated processes may catalyze these reactions, and that our pur

pose here is to gain a phenomenalogical understanding of the problem, not a quantitative pred-
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iction. 

The entire system is assigned a pH value of 7.0, and a temperature of 25 o C. The con

centration of carbon tetrachloride in the water percolating into the system is 153.8 mg/L (0.001 

mole/L). The a- concentration is initially uniform throughout the entire system at 35.5 mg/L. 

Total C02 in the oxidizing zone is set initially at 44 mg/L and 0.0 in the reducing zone. The 

initial methane concentration in the oxidizing zone is 0.0, while in the reducing zone it is set at 

16 mg/L (also 0.001 mole/L). All other species have initial concentrations of 0.0 everywhere in 

the system. 

The soil block, 1.25 m wide by 1.50 m deep, is discretized into 30 equal volume nodes, 

0.25 m on each side. We attempt to study the temporal and spatial evolution of the concentra

tions of the various species involved over an approximately 14-year period, using constant tO

day time steps. The monitoring points in the system, where the species concentrations are 

evaluated over time, are labelled in Figure 6.1 as points A-E. 

Adsorption is neglected for this simulation, so all species present are assigned retardation 

factors of unity. 

6.2. Simulation Results 

6.2.1. Overview 

We assumed prior to the simulation that, because of the steady-state fluid flow and the 

constant source of carbon tetrachloride, the system would eventually achieve steady-state con

centrations of all species at all of the monitoring points, given sufficient time. A state of secu

lar equilibrium should have been established for a given species between its rate of generation 
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at a given location and its rate of removal, due to both physical and chemical processes. Our . 

purpose is to discern how long this would take, given the initial conditions and problem 

parameters, which species would establish steady-state distributions faster than others, and what 

temporal concentration changes would occur prior to the establishment of the steady-state. 

The simulation results, present below, do indeed show that for the majority of the species 

at most of the monitoring points, an apparent steady-state concentration is established, although 

not always at the same time. The chloro-methane species are particularly "well-behaved" in this 

respect. However, some of the other secondary (non-chlorinated) organic species display rather 

odd transient concentration behavior prior tO the establishment of steady-state concentration. 

We have established that the likely cause of this phenomenon is the specification of initial con

ditions that are not consistent with the problem parameters (transport variables and kinetic rate 

constants). In other words, the initial concentration of a given species at a given point may be 

in thennodynamic equilibrium with the immediate local environment at time t = 0, but at a 

later time we may find that the sum of transport and transfonnation effects may serve to pro

duce a steady-state concentration that is higher or lower than the initial value. We found this to 

be a particular problem with the initial methane concentration in the reducing clay zone. This 

raises a series of rather subtle questions concerning the very nature of this type of simulation, 

which we will address in this chapter. 

6.2.2. Temporal Evolution of Species Concentrations 

The concentration of total aqueous C02 over time at the various monitoring points are 

shown in Figure 6.2 There are several features worth noting. First of all, the C02 concentra

tions at the two points in the oxidizing zone, A and E, are greater than those in the reducing 
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zone, with the lesser concentrations being found deeper within the clay lens, as should be 

expected. Secondly, steady-state concentrations have apparently been established at all monitor

ing points except point D by about 1000 days. Because of the location of point D, deep inside 

the clay zone, concentrations there respond the slowest to any changes, due to the inherent 

nature of molecular diffusion. Presumably, the slow decline in C02 concentration at this point 

is a result of its slow reduction to methane, which has not yet achieved secular equilibrium. An 

additional feature, which is very subtle here but is greatly pronounced in some of the other 

secondary species, is the slight rise and fall in concentration between roughly 100 and 1000 

days at point E. This feature results from the additive effects of advection and diffusion. 

When the advective front arrives at point E, it is relatively rich in C02 due to the breakdown 

of the various organic species in the oxidzing zone, thus there is an initial rise in the total con

centration. However, C02 is also produced locally at point E due to the breakdown of various 

substances diffusing in from the overlying clay lens, including methane itself. As we shall see, 

the concentration of methane declines in the clay lens during much of the simulation, while the 

other species eventually achieve steady-state values (thus, their concentrations in the clay lens 

stop increasing). The result of this is that the additional source for C02 at point E eventually 

ceases to increase and in fact declines slightly during part of the simulation. The effect of this 

is to suppress any further increase in concentration of C02 at point E and to force it to estab

lish a ste~dy-state value, where inflow+ production= outflow. 

Figures 6.3 shows the temporal evolution of fonnic acid in the system. Comparison with 

the C02 evolution profile shows great differences between the two. Perhaps the most striking 

feature here is that ~ great deal more time is required for. steady-state concentrations to be esta

blished, with the amount of time needed increasing further into the clay lens. In fact, at point 
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D, there is a hint that the steady-state may just be getting established at the end of the simula

tion (5000 days). This is a testimony to the subtle, yet complex intetplay involved between the 

transformation and diffusive transport processes. The transient feature described for C02 at 

point E is much more evident here, although it is still caused by the same mechanism. The 

reason for this is that the . amount of formic acid in the arriving advective plume is now much 

greater than the amount present at point E prior to arrival, unlike the case for carbon dioxide. 

One notable feature at point E with the formic acid profile is the shatp break in slope at 

approximately 40 days. This feature is easily explained. Prior to 40 days elapsed time, formic 

acid at point E is produced only very slowly through the oxidation of methane diffusing out of 

the clay lens. At the 40 day point, the advective front arrives, enriched in formic acid formed 

in the degradation chain of the carbon tetrachloride degradation products. 

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the temporal evolution of formaldehyde and methanol, respec

tively. The two species show generally similar behavior. Most notably, the concentrations of 

both species at points B and C achieve steady-state values at around 110-120 days, much more 

quickly than formic acid. This is probably because the reaction list shows that both of these 

species are produced directly from the degradation of the chloro-methanes, which achieve 

steady-state concentrations fairly rapidly themselves (discussed shortly). Formic acid, on the 

other hand, is not produced directly in this manner. Steady-state establishment at point A takes 

somewhat longer for both formaldehyde and methanol (on the order of 1100 days), as they 

show an initial rise in concentration. followed by a very gradual decline until steady-state 

occurs. This decline is due to the gradual decrease in methane concentration in the clay lens, a 

source for methanol, which is a source for formaldehyde (hence the decrease is more pro

nounced for methanol). Again, the concentration evolutions at point E show the same result 
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that was shown by formic acid, and again for the same reasons. The concentration evolutions 

at point D are not depicted, as both are below 1 x 1 o-s giL. 

The only significant difference in the behavior of the two species is that the final steady

state concentrations for methanol in the oxidizing zone (points A and E) are lower than that at 

point B in the reducing zone; while the opposite is true of formaldehyde. This is because 

methanol is more stable than formaldehyde under reducing conditions, while formaldehyde is 

more stable under oxidizing conditions, thus a change in system Eh may result in a change 

reaction direction for a reaction between the two (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2). 

The temporal evolution of methane is shown ·in figure 6.6. Oearly, the methane concen

trations remain much higher in the reducing zone than in the oxidizing zone after steady-state 

values are achieved around 4000-5000 days. This is, of course, quite reasonable and is to be 

expected. The concentrations of methane in the oxiziding zone, points A and E, show 

behavior very similar to that of methanol and formaldehyde. The· reasons for the transient 

features produced are again the same as in the previous explanations. The interesting features 

here, however, are found in the reducing zone. The concentration of methane at all three points 

in the clay declines by one-half to one full order of magnitude before approaching steady-state 

values. This in tum influences the fates of some of the other species, as we have shown. It is 

impossible to attribute this on a single mechanism; rather this declin(" is the result of total pro

duction and transport of methane into the clay not being initially balanced by transport out of 

the clay (and its subsequent destruction in the surrounding oxidizing zone). For example, part 

of the problem may involve differences in concentration gradients between methane and 

methane-producing species. In other words, the concentration gradient for methane across the 

clay lens - sandy aquifer boundary remains relatively high, since methane that diffuses out of 

., 
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the clay lens is quickly swept away by advection. This is not true of C02, the concentration of 

which is relatively high in the oxidizing zone, but which cannot maintain such a high gradient 

across the interface. As a result, methane may be removed from the clay lens faster than 

species which can generate it move in, resulting in an overall decline in its concentration. If 

the. initial concentration of methane was assigned a smaller value at the start of the problem, its 

concentration in the clay lens· may have remained constant or even increased. The difficulty 

involves knowing what this concentration should be before beginning the simulation.* 

Figures 6. 7 through 6.10 show the temporal evolution of the various chloro-methane 

species present. The behavior of these species is generally similar. Steady-state concentrations 

are established fairly rapidly for all species at each of the monitoring points. None of these 

species achieved concentrations greater than 1 x w-s giL at point D, hence these curves are 

not shown. The concentrations of all of the species decrease with increasing distance into the 

clay lens. This occurs because of rapid reductive dehalogenation within the reducing layer. 

This feature is also the reason why the concentration of methylene chloride is actually greater 

at point B than at point A for the first 100 days, even though it is further away from the car-

bon tetrachloride source. An additional feature is the rapid increase in concentration for each 

of the species evident at point E. This is due to the arrival of the advective front bearing fluid 

that contains carbon tetrachloride. This increase is far more pronounced than for the non-

chlorinated secondary organic species. This is because the latter group of compounds are pro-

duced from methane diffusing into the oxidizing zone ahead of the carbon tetrachloride-bearing 

·advective front, which serves apparently to smear-out the solute front for these species. 

• The ocher obvious difficulty is that in real systems methane is produced through the action of anaerobic microbes 
on organic material This could have been included in the simulation by introducing a separate ficticious reaction and 
specifying a reaction rate. However, this would have added additional complexities to the problem that would have 
masked some of the very features we are addressing, thus this possibility was not considered here. 
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The only important difference between the species are the final steady-state concentrations 

in the oxidizing zone (points A and E). Note that the concentration of methyl chloride at these 

points is less than that at point B, while it is greater than that at point B for methylene chloride 

and much greater for chloroform and cartxm tetrachloride. This is because the more highly 

chlorinated chloro-methanes are more oxidized, and hence would be expected to be more stable 

in the oxidizing zone. Referring to the previous chapter, this is why Roberts et al., (1986) 

expected carbon tetrachloride and chloroform to be most degradable under reducing conditions. 

The evolution of free chloride in the system is illustrated in Figure 6.11. This is the only 

species present which clearly has not, and may not ever, establish steady-state concentrations at 

all points. Most notably at point B, and at point C to an extent, the concentration of a- con

tinues to increase even after 5000 days. Referring to figure 6.1, these monitoring ·points are 

located near the comer of the clay lens, where there is a maximum exposure to flowing fluid 

containing the highest amounts of dissolved carbon tetrachloride and chloroform in the system. 

The explanation here is that small amounts of these highly chlorinated compounds diffuse into 

this part of the clay lens, thus being readily reduced and stripped of chloride ions due to their 

relatively high oxidation states. Thus, a- continues to be generated in the region near point B, 

slowly diffusing into the rest of the clay. This accumulation of a- does not occur in the oxiz

ing zone adjacent to point B, because advection swiftly flushes it out of the system. 

6.3. Implications 

From the simulation of this hypothetical problem, we see that there are two important 

implications, one a computational one and one a practical one, for the applicability of the 

KINETRAN model. 
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We see immediately from our results that the initial conditions specified for a given 

region of the flow domain must be consistent with chemical transfonnation and transport 

parameters for the entire system. Failure to recognize this may result in "undesirable" 

behavior, such as the inability to maintain an initial methane concentration in a reducing 

material The implication here, as was stated in the previous chapter, is that initial concentra

tions for all relevant species for a given field problem should be quantifiable, (i.e. simple 

guesses may not suffice), and that the relevant reactions should be known. 

Secondly, from an entirely different perspective, we find in this study a clear example of 

how the model can actually be utilized to help solve a hazardous waste disposal problem. 

Assuming an appropriate level of knowledge of a given system, the model can predict steady

state concentration values as they approach secular equilibrium, under certain conditions. These 

values can be used to assess whether or not toxic leachates will rise to unacceptable threshold 

concentration levels at a given location. This infonnation may even be used to design or 

improve waste containment facilities. For example, if the hypothetical problem studied here 

were correct in its defined problem parameters, one may consider disposing of carbon tetra

chloride in sites surrounded by impenneable clay, of sufficient thickness, that is chemically 

reducing. In this regard, studies on the role of dif~sion-dominated transport of toxic materials 

through clay barriers, such as that of Johnson et al., 1989, must also consider the detailed 

chemistry of the system, not just the physical processes, if the results are to be meaningful . 
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Table 6.1 

Reactions for the two-dimensional problem 
in the oxidizing zone (Eh = +0.1 Volts). 

Reaction* log Keq 

CC4 + W + 2e- -+ CHa3 + a- 25.37 
CHa3 + W + 2e- ~ CH2a 2 + cr 22.41 
CH2a2 + W + 2e- ~ CH3a + a- 19.87 
CH3a + W + 2e- ~ CH4 + a- 20.01 
Ca4 + H20 + W + 6e- ~ CH30H + 4a- 70.78 
CHa3 + H20 + W + 4e- ~ CH30H + 3a- 45.42 
CH2a 2 + H20 + 2e- ~ CH30H + 2Cl- 23.01 
CH3Cl + H20 ~ CH30H + a- + W 3.15 
CH4 + H20 ~ CH30H + 2W + 2e- -16.86 
CC4 + H20 + 4e- ~ HCHO + 4Cl- 62.78 
CHC13 + H20 + 2e- ~ HCHO + 3a- + W 37.41 
CH2a2 + H20 ~ HCHO + 2Cl- + 2W 15.00 
CH3Cl + H20 ~ HCHO + a- +3W + 2e- -4.85 
CH30H ~ HCHO + 2W + 2e- -8.01 
HCHO + H20 ~ HCOOH + 2W + 2e- 0.96 
HCOOH ~ C02 + 2W + 2e- 2.43 
CH30H + H20 ~ C02 + 6W + 6e- -4.62 
HCHO + H20 ~ C02 + 4W + 4e- 3.39 
CH4 + 2H20 ~ C02 + 8W + 8e- -21.47 

krorward 
(sec-1) 

8.02 x w-9 

8.02 X to--9 
8.02 x w-9 

8.02 X 10-9 
8.02 x w-10 

8.02 x w-10 

8.02 x w-9 

1.60 x w-1 

8.02 x w-1 

8.02 x w-to 
8.02 x w-9 

1.60 x w-7 

8.02 x w-7 

8.02 x w-1 

8.02 x w-1 

8.02 x w-7 

8.02 x to-8 

8.02 X 10-8 
8.02 x w-8 

Equilibrium constants calculated from Wagman et al. (1968), Dean (1979), and MacKay and 
Shin (1981 ). 

• The kinetic data presented here are completely artificial and are used for demonstration purposes only. Such data 
are not to be used in evaluating the fate of any of the species mentioned for any real cootaminalion site. 
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Table 6.2 

Reactions for the two-dimensional problem 
in the reducing zone (Eh = -0.3 Volts). 

Reaction• log Keq 

CC4 + W + 2e- -+ CHa3 + a- 25.37 
CHa3 + W + 2e- -+ CH2a 2 + a- 22.41 
CH2a 2 + W + 2e- -+ CH3a + a- 19.87 
CH3a + W + 2e- -+ CH4 + a- 20.01 
CC4 + H20 + W + 6e- -+ CH30H + 4a- 70.78 
CHa3 + H20 + W + 4e- -+ CH30H + 3Cr 45.42 
CH2a 2 + H20 + 2e- -+ CH30H + 2a- 23.01 
CH3a + H20 -+ CH30H + a- + W 3.15 
CH30H + 2W + 2e- -+ CR. + H20 16.86 
CC4 + H20 + 4e- -+ HCHO + 4a- 62.78 
CHa3 + H20 + 2e- -+ HCHO + 3a- + W 37.41 
CH2a2 + H20 -+ HCHO + 2a- + 2W 15.00 
CH3a + H20 -+ HCHO + a- +3W + 2e- -4.85 
HCHO + 2W + 2e- -+ CH30H 8.01 
HCHO + H20 -+ HCOOH + 2W + 2e- 0.96 
HCOOH -+ C02 + 2H+ + 2e- 2.43 
CH30H + H20 -+ C02 + 6W + 6e- -4.62 
HCHO + H20 -+ C02 + 4W + 4e- 3.39 
C02 + 8W + 8e- -+ CH4 + 2H20 21.47 

krorward 
(sec-1) 

8.02 X 10 ., 
8.02 x w-1 

8.02 x w-1 

8.02 x w-1 

8.02 x w-8 

8.02 X 10-8 
8.02 x w-1 

1.60 x w-1 

8.02 x w-1 

8.02 X 10-8 
8.02 x w-1 

1.60 x w-7 

8.02 x w-1 

8.02 x 10-7 

8.02 x w-9 

8.02 X 10-9 
8.02 x w-10 

8.02 x w-10 

8.02 x w-8 

Equilibrium constants calculated from Wagman et al (1968), Dean (1979), and MacKay and 
Shin (1981) . 

• The kinetic data presented here are completely artificial and are used for demonstntion purposes only. Such data 
are not to be used in evaluating the fate of any of the species mentioned for any real contamination aile. 
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0.254 mlyear infiltration 
0.001 mole/liter carbon dioxide 

0.001 mole/liter carbon tetrachloride 
0.001 mole/liter free chloride 

each volume 
block 

.25m X .25m 
X .25m 

oxidizing sandy aquifer 
(Eh = +0.1 V) 

impermeable clay lens 
reducing conditions (Eh • -0.3 V) 

initial methane - 0.001 mole/liter 
free chloride - 0.001 mole/liter 
carbon dioxide - 0.000 mole/liter 

carbon dioxide = 0.001 mole/liter 
free chloride .. 0.001 mole/liter 

methane - 0.000 mole/liter 

Figure 6.1. Physical configuration of the hypothetical two-dimensional problem. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 

7.1. Summary and Conclusions 

A numerical model, KINETRAN, is presented in this study as an attempt to solve reac

tive transport problems involving chemical transformations of aqueous species which are con

trolled by reversible, first-order kinetics. The model simulates the appearance and decline of 

various transient species, which would not be explained properly using a purely equilibrium 

model. In fact, in many contamination scenarios, such transient species may be of paramount 

environmental concern. 

In the first part of this work, we presented the logic for the mathematical development of 

the model and applied the simulator to a hypothetical problem. We believe that the modeling 

results show that the model is internally mathematically consistent and produces credible 

results, given the quality of the input data 

In the second part of the study, we applied the model to an actual field experiment. The 

results of this work show that the model is indeed capable of reproducing field data, even after 

many simplifying assumptions were made. The modeling results go beyond matching the data: 

given reasonable degradation scenarios, certain features of the system not directly measured in 

the experimental study may be hypothesized and analyzed. 

Finally, we demonstrated that KINETRAN is applicable to a complex two-dimensional 

system which contains both physical and chemical heterogeneities, where both advective and 

diffusive solute transport become important. The results of this hypothetical study show that 

the model may indeed prove to be of some value in designing waste containment strategies for 

hazardous wastes in the subsurface environment. 
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It is important to emphasize that KINETRAN is only a tentative, prototype model. It 

makes many simplifying assumptions; additional improvements will be required in order to 

simulate real systems. Nonetheless, our limited purpose here is to show that the model setves 

as a nucleus upon which to build further development that will eventually lead to a far more 

sophisticated simulator for field applications. 

7 .2. Recommendations 

We believe that KINETRAN's ability to simulate real systems is limited in large pan 

only by the a priori knowledge of the initial conditions and boundary conditions, and by the 

quality and amount of sampling data during the course of field work. 

We feel that this last point may have important implications for the collection and 

analysis of raw field data, should computer models such a KINETRAN become widely applied 

in the future. The most important of these, by far, is a more thorough chemical analysis of 

groundwater samples taken from contamination sites. 1bese analyses should seek to quantify 

not only the concentrations of the original contaminants, but also the concentrations of any 

likely daughter products produced by their decomposition. Even if good quantitative data are 

difficult to obtain, qualitative data which merely confirms or refutes the presence of such 

materials would be enormously useful, as demonstrated in our work. 

In addition, models such as KINETRAN may shed a considerable amount of light on the 

interpretation of solute retardation. Our study suggests some caution must be used when infer

ring retardation coefficients determined from the apparent relative movement of contaminant 

plumes. Such retardation coefficients may in fact be somewhat misleading, as only pan of the 

retardation behavior may be due to adsorption, as differing rates of chemical transformation 
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throughout the flow domain may factor into account as well. 

With regard to the capabilities of the model, we suggest a number of modifications that, 

if implemented, would greatly increase its versatility. First of all, a more sophisticated transport 

module could be utilized that would allow for the calculation of unsteady (transient) fluid flow 

in response to changing fluid potentials. Such a model would be very useful in assessing the 

effects of pumping contaminant-laden water into or out of an aquifer. Secondly, the model 

could be modified so as to account for the loss· of volatile compounds through evaporation 

This could be accomplished through the use of distribution coefficients based on Henry's Law, 

for example. Fmally, an effort could be made to more precisely quantify the effects of micro

bial degradation by basing kinetics parameters on microbe population levels, which are in tum 

a function of pollutant concentrations. 

In addition, more complex modifications are possible. Included among these is the cou

pling of KINETRAN with geochemical simulators in order for the pH to vary with the existing 

mineral assemblage, to more realistically quantify total C02 and a- concentrations, and to 

assess the effects of the Fe2+ - Fe3+ redox couple on the Eh. An additional modification to the 

model might involve an expansion of the transport module to allow for the transport of heat in 

weakly non-isothermal systems. Such a feature would, of course, also require the kinetic con

stants and equilibrium constants to be listed as a function of temperature. 
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APPENDIX A: CHEMICAL REACTIONS CONSIDERED 

IN THE ONE .DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 

We present here the complete set of chemical reactions that were used in the demonstra

tion problem in Chapter 3 of this thesis, along with the corresponding equilibrium constants. 

The values for the various Keq were determined from the Gibbs free energies of formation of 

the species in the aqueous state. In cases where these were unavailable, the gaseous state !!Gf 

values were used, and adjusted for the aqueous state using the formula, 

!!Gf(aq) = !!Gf(g) + RTinH 

where H is the value of Henry's constant for the particular species. 

These data were collected from several sources, and there is almost certainly some degree 

of error within our thermodynamic data base. This is often a problem in trying to accurately 

determine the equilibrium chemistry of complex systems in general. However, we do not 

believe that this is serious enough to have a major impact on our simulation results. As our 

study has shown, the systems we consider are generally far from equilibrium anyway, and 

most of the reactions considered remain dominant in one direction. As a result, uncertainties in 

the values for the reverse direction kinetic constants, where errors in the Keq values would be 

manifested, are probably not critical to the outcome of the simulation. 

Table A.l shows all of the reactions considered. These include reactions that are con

trolled by kinetics as well as reactions that are used for equilibration. Note that some of the 

equilibration reactions, such as CH30 -+ C02, are not considered to actually take place in the 

system, at least directly. 
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Table A.l. 

Reaction log_~ 

CH3Cl + W + 2e ~ CH4 + a- 20.01 

CH3Cl + H20 ~ CH30H + W + a- 3.154 

CH3Cl + H20 ~ HCHO + 3W + a- + 2e- -4.852 

CH3a + 2H20 ~ C02 + a- + 7W + 6e- -1.465 

CH3Br + W + 2e- ~ CH4 + Br- 22.41 

CH3Br + H20 ~ CH30H + W + Br- 5.557 

CH3Br + H20 ~ HCHO + 3W + Br- + 2e- -2.449 

CH3Br + 2H20 ~ C02 + Br- + m+ + 6e- -0.938 

CH4 + 2H20 ~ C02 + 8W + 8e- -21.47 

CH30H + 2W + 2e- ~ CH4 + H20 16.855 

CH30H ~ HCHO + 2W + 2e- -8.006 

CH30H + H20 ~ C02 + 6W + 6e- -4.619 

HCHO + H20 ~ HCOOH + 2H+ + 2e- 0.96 

HCHO + H20 ~ C02 + 4W + 4e- 3.387 

HCOOH ~ C02 + 2W + 2e- 2.427 

W + HC03 ~ H2C03 . 6.37 • 

2W + COj- ~ H2C03 16.7 

HCOO- + H+ ~ HCOOH 3.739 

Sources: Garrels and Christ (1965), Wagman et al. (1968), MacKay and Shin (1981) · 



APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL DISPERSION 

We previously discussed the possibility that numerical dispersion may have played a role 

in influencing the computed plume profiles in the soil column for the problem in Chapter 5. 

Here, we investigate this in more detail. 

The concentration profile of the non-reactive chloride tracer, as computed in our simula

tion, is shown in Figure 5.21. 'These calculations were based on the use of nodal blocks with a 

length of 4.0 meters (10 nodes overall}, a time step of 10 days, and a full upstream weighting 

factor, 1.0. Qualitatively, the profiles appear to be somewhat more dispersed than the experi

mental data suggest (a precise quantitative comparison is difficult be~ause the experiment was 

actually three-dimensional, whereas the simulation was one-dimensional). 

Figure B.l depicts the simulated chloride concentration profile in the same column when 

the number of nodes is tripled to 30 (each 1.33 meters in length), an upstream weighting factor 

of 0.80 is used, and a time step of 2 days is taken. We again solve the problem through the 

use of the Integral Finite Difference Method, although here we ignore the contribution to the 

total chloride mass from the degrading chlorinated hydrocarbons, which is not significant. This 

time, the initial contaminant plume at t = 0 is assumed to be constrained to the 3rd and 4th 

nodeS from the upstream boundary. 

The centers of mass of the plume over time do not differ greatly from those determined 

with the coarser mesh, but plume dispersion has clearly been reduced, even though the tran

sport conditions (dispersivity, porosity, and advective flux) have been held constant In fact, at 

this level of resolution, dispersion may have been underestimaled with respect to the experi

mental data, hence the dispersivity determined by Freyberg (1986) of 0.49 m may be preferr

able to the value of Sudicky that we used, 0.08 m (see section 5.1.3). This immediately 
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suggests that the concentration profiles calculated in our simulation have indeed. been subjected 

to numerical dispersion. 

The reason for this difficulty becomes clear if the Peclet number is considered. This 

quantity for a one-dimensional system is given by, 

1 Vtfiy 
Pe=---

2 D 

where Vr is the pore fluid velocity, fly is the volume element width, and D is the sum of the 

diffusion and dispersion coefficients. For this system, the Peclet number is approximately 25, 

indicating dominance of advection over dispersion. Under such circumstances, generally sharp 

solute fronts occur, and these are difficult to maintain precisely using numerical methods. 

Attempts at maintaining the sharpest possible solute front in strongly advective systems 

may suppress numerical dispersion but will usually create new problems. For example, reduc-

tion of the upstream weighting factor to a value below 1.0 will reduce numerical dispersion but 

often leads to non-physical oscillations of the solution near the solute front. To suppress these . 

oscillations, finer discretization is required. If a finer mesh is used, the explicit time step size 

must be reduced in order to avoid unstable oscillations in the solution (a different type of oscil-

lation than that caused by insufficient upstream weighting). The result of all of this is that for a 

moderate improvement in solute front resolution, a great deal of additional computational effort 

may have to be expended. This is of particular concern for reactive transport models, which 

must solve an array of chemical equations, for each node and each time step, in addition to the 

transport equations. Thus, for reactive chemical transport modeling, the need for greater resolu-

tion must be carefully weighed against computational economics. In many situations, the 

expense involved in establishing greater solute front resolution may not be warranted. This is, 
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however, somewhat less of a problem when large mainframe computers are utilized. Under 

such circumstances, finer meshes may indeed be utilized in order to reduce the Peclet number 

(the ~y term in the above expression), so that the front may be modeled more realistically . 
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APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION FOR 

DECAY GREATER THAN FIRST-ORDER 

For many chemical reactions that describe the degradation of organic pollutants in 

groundwater under environmental conditions, the differential rate expression is assumed to be 

first-order such that, 

d[x] = -k[x] 
dt 

In a simple system, where there are no other significant sources or sinks for species x, this rate 

expression may be integrated to yield an exponential decay equation which describes the tern-

poral evolution of [x] as a result of degradation: 

However, for a more general case, where stoichiometry and other effects may result in a depar-

ture from a first-order rate dependence on [x], we have a more general expression, 

d[x] = -k[x]n 
dt 

where n > 1. From this rate expression, 

Integrating, 

d[x] = -kdt 
[x]n 

---..:;;_1 ....,---~ = -Jffit + c 
(n-1)(x]<n-t) 
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(C.1) 



When t = 0, [x) = [XQ]. Thus, 

-1 c= ----:--~ 
(n-1)[x0]<n-1> 

Rearranging terms, we find, 

1 =~t+ 1 
(n-1)[x]<n-1) (n-1)[Xo]<n-1) 

(n-1)[x]<n-1>[~t + 1 
] = 1 

(n-1)[Xo](n-1) 

(n-1)[x]<n-1> = ---,---1;;....._--~ 
~t+ 1 

(n-1)[xo]<n-1) 

[x]<n-1) = ---~1.,..----~ 
(n-1)~t + 1 

[Xo](n-1) 

[x] = [ 1 
(n-l)~t + -~1 --::-:

[Xo]<n-1) t'l 
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(C.2) 

Equation (C.2) will describe the evolution of [x) with time through decay relationships 

other than first-order (nth-order). In Chapter 2 we argued that the quantity [Xo] in such equa-

tions is not well-defined in multiple species systems where species x is may be simultaneously 

produced and destroyed in a number of reactions. Instead, we discretized the differential rate 

equation and used a time-averaging scheme such that 

~[x] = -k[xJ 
~t 

(C.3) 
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where [X:]= [Xo] + M[x], an effective average value for [x] over the given time interval L\t 

The factor 1.. is evaluated by 

(C.4) 

Through the use of (C.3), a system of simultaneous linear equations can be generated that 

allows for the solution of ~ for all species i present. 

At first glance, it appears that the linear nature of such a system of equations depends on 

(C.3) being first-order. However, linearity can be maintained for higher-order relationships by 

using the approximation, for small time steps, that 

k' = k[Xo](n-1) (C.5) 

The parameter 1.. is calculated using (C.4), substituting k' for k. At the start of the next time 

step, k' is re-evaluated using the updated value for [XQ]. 

Using L\t = 5 days, k = 1 x 10-7 sec-1, and [Xo] = 1.0, the results of the numerical 

method and the analytical equation (C.2) were compared. The solutions, as shown in Figure 

C.l, show excellent agreement. 
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APPENDIX D: LOGIC STRUCTURE OF THE 

KINETRAN ALGORITHM 

A schematic flow chart of the logic structure of KINETRAN is shown in Figure D.l. The 

program consists of essentially two primary modules, a transport module and the kinetics 

module, which is itself divided into smaller units. The program is designed so that a simple 

switch can be used to completely uncouple the entire kinetics module, reducing the program to 

strictly a non-reactive chemical transport model. This option is useful in comparing the concen

tration profiles of a given species in the reactive case and the non-reactive case. 

The Input Module. 

The input module is entered only once at the start of the program. Here, all of the criti

cal infonnation describing the physical and chemical characteristics of the system are input 

The program is designed to handle both physical and/or chemical heterogeneities, so the user 

must specify how many different materials are present in the system, and then .define separate 

diffusion coefficients, dispersivities, and distribution coefficients (per species), as well as 

material density, porosity, pH, Eh, and the kinetic coefficients for the dominant reactions (see 

section 2.1) for each material Data regarding the discretization of the system is input, and an 

indexing system assigns the correct material number to the correct volume elements. At 

present, the steady-state advective fluxes between the volume elements must be user-specified. 

If these are not well known beforehand, a groundwater fluid flow model can be used to deter

mine the final steady-state fluid flow if fluid potentials are known initially. Finally, initial con

centrations of the species present in the system are input for each node. 

In addition to the physical and chemical characterization of the system, overall simulation 
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controls, such as time step size, printout times, and tennination criteria are also input from 

within this module. 

The Transport Module. 

The chemical transport module simply solves Equation (12), in Chapter 2, for .6.ci. This is 

done every time step, volume element by volume element. ci is then updated for every node. 

This process must be repeated for every species i in the system. When this entire process is 

finished, the kinetics module is called, if required, to solve for .6.<; for all i as a result of chem

ical reactions separately for every node. Then the problem time is incremented by .6.t, and the 

entire scheme is repeated. 

The present transport routine is somewhat limited in that it cannot handle transient advec

tive fluid flow which results from changing fluid potentials. By replacing this module with a 

more sophisticated model capable of handling such features, the utility and flexibility of 

KINETRAN will be greatly increased. 

The Kinetics Module. 

The module which handles the reaction kinetics between the various species present sim

ply follows the logic outlined in this paper . .6.<; is calculated for every species, within every 

volume element in the system. This is done by looking at each of the volume elements 

separately, solving for the species concentrations within each as if they were separate batch 

systems. 

The final equilibrium state of all of the species within given volume element is calculated 

first These values are stored so that the program can then calculate the kinetic coefficients of 

the reverse reactions. These constants are then indexed according to the reaction they are asso-
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ciated with and the direction. Using Equation (10), the A.-parameters are then determined and 

indexed accordingly. 

Next, the matrix of equations is set up using the newly determined parameters. The 

matrix is solved using standard Gaussian elimination with pivoting. The species concentrations 

for the particular volume element are then updated (hence the source term in the transport 

equation), and the process is repeated for the next volume element until the entire domain has 

been covered. 

Following this, the simulation time is updated and a check is made to see if output is to 

be produced for the just completed time step. If it is, any instantaneous reactions, such as the 

speciation of C02 into carbonate and bicarbonate ions, are calculated using the iterative tech

nique used earlier. Output is then produced, and a new cycle is initiated. 
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Figure D.l. The logic structure of KINETRAN. 
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APPENDIX E: INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING 

KINETRAN INPUT DECK 

Data Block 1- problem controls . 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 1 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Format(4el0.3,2i5) 

TSTEP(l-10) - time step size (seconds). For transport problem, must not exceed critical time 

step. For transformation simulation, should not greatly exceed any of the half-lives for the vari

ous reactions, as some loss of accuracy may result. 

TIMAX(ll-20) -maximum problem time (seconds). 

PRSTEP(21-30) -printout interval (seconds). Must be divisible by TSTEP. 

SLOW(31-40) - constant equal to time step size times kinetic constant for a given reaction, 

below which the 1.. time-averaging factor will be automatically set at 0.5. The default value is 

8.64 x w-5• 

KCHEM(41-45) - flag for calling kinetics subroutine. If KCHEM = 1, the kinetics subroutine 

will be called. For any other value, it will not be called, so the program will be reduced to a 

non-reactive transport model. 

ITER(46-50) - number of iterations for equilibration routine. Usually, 2 or 3 iterations will 

suffice. 
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KIBP(51-55) - flag for bypassing the equilibration routine, which will not be needed in some 

situations. H .KIBP = 1, this routine will not be used. 

Card 3 Blank. 

Data Block 2 -species list. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 2 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Follilat(i5) 

NOSPEC(1-5) - total number of aqueous species present in simulation (up to 30 allowed). 

Card 3 Follilat(i5,5x,a10,e10.3) 

NSPEC(l-5) - species number. Nwnber sequentially, 1 -+ NOSPEC. C02 must be listed as 

species #1. If chloride and/or bromide are present, they must be listed last, with chloride listed 

before bromide. 

SNAME(ll-20)- species name (up to 10 characters). 

AMOLWT(21-30)- species molecular weight (grams/mole). 

Card 4 Blank. 

Data Block 3- solute properties. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 3 in columns 1 to 7. 

I' 
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Card 2 Fonnat(i5) 

NOMAT(l-5)- number of different materials in flow domain. 

Card 3 Fonnat(i5.Sx,e10.3) 

MATN0(1-5) -material number. Card 3 may be read over up to 5 different times (5 different 

materials). 

POROS(11-20) -material porosity. 

Card 4 Fonnat(i5.Sx.3e10.3) 

NSPEC(1-5) -species number (list sequentially, include all species). 

RET(ll-20)- retardation coefficient in MATNO. 

DIFF(21-30) -diffusion coefficient (meters2/second) in MATNO. 

DISPER(31-40) - dispersivity (meters) in MATNO. 

Card 5 Blank. 

Data Block 4- node descriptions. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 4 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Fonnat(4i5,e10.3) 

NODE(1-5) -node identification number (up to 500 nodes possible). 
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NSEQ(6-10) -number of identical nodes to be generated in sequence. 

NADD(11-15) - increment between successive values of NODE in the sequence of NSEQ 

nodes generated when NSEQ is used. 

MATN0(16-20)- identification number of material of which the node is a part of. 

VOL(21-30)- bulk volume of node. Set VOL 2: 1E+30 for boundary nodes. 

Card 3 Blank. 

Data Block 5- node connections and advectivejluxes. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 5 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Fonnat(5i5,5x,5e10.3) 

NODEl(l-5) - identification numbers of the connected nodes. 

NODE2(6-10) 

NSEQ(ll-15) - number of additional identical connections (a total of 500 connections are 

allowed). 

NAD1(16-20) - increment between successive values of NODEl in the sequence of NSEQ 

connections generated when NSEQ is used. 

NAD2(21-25) - increment between successive values of NODE2 in the sequence of NSEQ 

connections generated when NSEQ is used. 

.. 



.. 
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DIST1(31-40)- distance (meters) from nodal point of NODEl to NODE1-NODE2 interface. 

DIST2(41-50)- distance (meters) from nodal point of NODE2 to NODE1-NODE2 interface .. 

AREA(51-60)- area (metersl) of the NODE1-NODE2 interface . 

QFLUX(61-70)- darcy velocity of fluid flux from NODE1 into NODE2 (meters/second). 

UPSWT(71-80) - upstream weighting function for calculating advective solute flux (must lie 

between 0.0 and 1.0, recommend greater than 0.5). 

Card 3 Blank. 

Data Block 6- kineticaUy-controlled reactions. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 6 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Format(i5) 

NRCTNS(l-5) - total number of kinetically-controlled reactions in the system (up to 50 

allowed). 

Card 3 Format(3i5,5x,3e10.3) 

. : 

NREACT(1-5)- reaction number (number sequentially) . 

NSPEC1(6-10)- primary species number, reactant. 

NSPEC2(11-15) - primary species number, product 
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STOIC1(21-30) -stoichiometric coefficient for primary reactant 

STOI C2(31-40) - stoichiometric coefficient for primary product 

EQKONS(41-50)- log equilibrium cOnstant of reaction. 

Card 4 Blank. 

Data Block 7- reaction conditions. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 7 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Format(i5) 

MATNO(l-5)- material identification number (can be read up to 5 times). 

Card 3 Format(i5,5x,e10.3) 

NREACT(l-5) -reaction number (number sequentially). 

RKIN(ll-20) - forward first-order reaction rate (sec-1) coefficient for reaction NREACf in 

material MA TNO. 

Card 4 Blank. 

Data Block 8- stoichiometry of additional species produced in kinetically-controlled reactions. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 8 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Format(i5,5x,4e10.3) 
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NREACT(l-5)- reaction number (number sequentially). 

H(ll-20) - stoichiometry of hydrogen ions produced in reaction NREACfS. 

E(21-30)- stoichiometry of free electrons produced in reaction NREACfS. 

CL(31-40) - stoichiometry of chloride ions produced in reaction NREACfS. 

BR(41-50)- stoichiometry of bromide ions produced in reaction NREACfS. 

Card 3 Blank. 

Data Block 9 - stoichiometry of additional species produced in equilibration reactions, assum

ing C02 is the master species. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 9 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Fonnat(i5) 

NOEQAL(l-5) - number of species that occur as primary reactants or products in kinetics 

equations (i.e. all species other than a- or Br). Species in this list will be equilibrated, if 

KIBP ~ 1, using mass action constraints. Since C02 does not have a corresponding mass 

action equation, it will not be listed in this block. Thus, number this block sequentially, starting 

with species #2 and ending before a- or Br-. NOEQAL must not be less than NOSPEC - 2. 

Card 3 Fonnat(i5,5x,6e10.3) 

NSPEC(l-5) - species number. 
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HQ(11-20)- stoichiometry of hydrogen ions produced in equilibration reaction with C02• 

EQ(21-30) - stoichiometry of free electrons produced in equilibration reaction with C02• 

CLQ(31-40) - stoichiometry of chloride ions produced in equilibration reaction with C02. 

BRQ(41-50)- stoichiometry of bromide ions produced in equilibration reaction with C02• . ~· 

C02(51-60) - stoichiometry of C02 produced in equilibration reaction. 

EQC(61-70)- log equilibrium constant for equilibration reaction. 

Card 4 Blank. 

Data Block 10- data for halogen concentration corrections. 

Card 1 Type BLOCK 10 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Fonnat(i5,5x,2e10.3) 

NSPEC(l-5) - species number. For this block, list only species 1 ~ NOEQAL. 

CLN(11-20) -stoichiometry of chlorine in species NSPEC. 

BRM(21-30) -stoichiometry of bromine in species NSPEC. 

Card 3 Blank. 

Data Block 11 - initial conditions. 
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Card 1 Type BLOCK 11 in columns 1 to 7. 

Card 2 Format(3i5,5x,2e10.3) 

NODE(l-5)- node identification number. 

NSEQ(6-10) -number of additional nodes with identical initial conditions. 

NADD(ll-15) - increment between successive numbers in the sequence NSEQ nodes to be 

generated when NSEQ is used. 

PH(21-30) - constant pH value for fluid in NODE. 

EH(31-40)- constant Eh value (Volts) for fluid in NODE. 

Card 3 Format(i5,5x,e10.3) 

NSPEC(l-5) - species identification number. 

Cl(ll-20) - total concentration of NSPEC (grams/liter) in NODE. All nodes must be spiked 

with a finite amount of background C02• If reducing conditions are present, methane may be 

substituted instead. If a- or Br- are present in the simulation, all nodes must be spiked with . 
background concentrations of these as well. For example, if [Cl-] = 0.0 in a given node, 

Cl(node,chloride) = 1E-30. 

· Cards 2 - 3 may be read over up to 500 times. 

Card 4 Blank. 



APPENDIX F: ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT 

KINETRAN VARIABLES 

ADFLX- advective solute flux (moles/second) between two given nodes. 

ALMBDA(R,D) - time-averaging factor A. for kinetics reaction R, direction D (forward = 1, 

reverse = 2). 

B(l) - B-matrix element for species I in kinetics matrix. 

C(N ,1) - total concentration (moles/metei3) of species I in node N. 

CEFF - approximate interfacial concentration for a given species between two given nodes, 

using the appropriate upstream weighting value. 

CG RAD - approximate concentration gradient (moles/met~ /meter) for a given species 

between two given nodes. 

DC(I) - change in concentration (moles/liter) of species I in a given node as a result of chemi

cal transformation. 

DCONC(N,I) - change in concentration (moles/metei3) of species I in node N as a result of 

solute transport. 

DFX -diffusive solute flux (moles/second) between two given nodes. 

DHX - dispersive solute flux (moles/second) between two given nodes. 

150 
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EE - hypothetical free aqueous electron concentration (moles/liter) in a given node. 

EQSPC(I) - log equilibrium concentration of species I in a given node. 

,,, 
EQSPC2(1) - equilibrium concentration (moles/liter) of species I in a given node. 

""' 
FARAD- Faraday constant (9.648456E+4 C/mol). 

HY - hydrogen ion concentration (moles/liter) in a given node. 

FALG- lo~lO (2.30258509). 

G(I,M) - element of i x m kinetics matrix. 

RGC- Universal Gas Constant (8.31441 J K-1mor1). 

S(l) - concentration (moles/liter) of species I in a given node. 

TEMP - temperature (Kelvin) of simulation domain (298.15 K). 

TIME - problem time since start of problem (seconds). 

,.., 
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